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A 1974 gold Krugerrand, 3cm Dia., 1oz.
A 1974 gold Krugerrand, 3cm Dia., 1oz.
A 19thC cylinder musical box, eight airs with Fabrique De Geneve label,
with 24cm W brass cylinder, graduated comb, with articulated handle, in
an inlaid case, 14cm H, 46cm W, 22cm D.
A 19thC cylinder musical box, eight airs with Fabrique De Geneve label,
with 24cm W brass cylinder, graduated comb, with articulated handle, in
an inlaid case, 14cm H, 46cm W, 22cm D.
A 19thC French gilt metal mantel clock, with 8cm Dia. Sevres style
porcelain dial with Roman numerals, above a further two panels of a
lady and musical instruments and scrolls, in a heavily cast case
surmounted by leaves, berries and ewer, with 8-day movement, on
stand with pendulum, 34cm H.
A 19thC French gilt metal mantel clock, with 8cm Dia. Sevres style
porcelain dial with Roman numerals, above a further two panels of a
lady and musical instruments and scrolls, in a heavily cast case
surmounted by leaves, berries and ewer, with 8-day movement, on
stand with pendulum, 34cm H.
A principally 19thC brass bulkhead fusee ship's clock, with 14cm Dia.
Roman numeric dial, with subsidiary Arabic second hand and keywind
movement, in a plain circular case, on a mahogany backing, 28cm Dia.
A principally 19thC brass bulkhead fusee ship's clock, with 14cm Dia.
Roman numeric dial, with subsidiary Arabic second hand and keywind
movement, in a plain circular case, on a mahogany backing, 28cm Dia.
A Victorian walnut Davenport desk, the upper galleried section with a
fitted interior above a tooled leather slope, the body partially ebony and
boxwood inlaid, with four real and four dummy drawers, on a platform
base terminating in castors, 93cm H, 53cm W, 52cm D.
A Victorian walnut Davenport desk, the upper galleried section with a
fitted interior above a tooled leather slope, the body partially ebony and
boxwood inlaid, with four real and four dummy drawers, on a platform
base terminating in castors, 93cm H, 53cm W, 52cm D.
A George III mahogany tea caddy, with brass handle and a part fitted
interior, on ogee bracket feet, 18cm H, 24cm W, 13cm D.
A George III mahogany tea caddy, with brass handle and a part fitted
interior, on ogee bracket feet, 18cm H, 24cm W, 13cm D.
A 1930's French Art Deco marble and chrome plated mantel clock
garniture, the square 9cm dial with Arabic numerals revealing an 8-day
keywind movement with diamond shaped pendulum, in a classical style
case surmounted by a child, bird and kitten, flanked by a two vase
garniture, the clock 50cm H. (3)
A 1930's French Art Deco marble and chrome plated mantel clock
garniture, the square 9cm dial with Arabic numerals revealing an 8-day
keywind movement with diamond shaped pendulum, in a classical style
case surmounted by a child, bird and kitten, flanked by a two vase
garniture, the clock 50cm H. (3)
An early 20thC brass four draw telescope, marked T Cook, London no.
1842, with removable lens, when open 86cm W.
An early 20thC brass four draw telescope, marked T Cook, London no.
1842, with removable lens, when open 86cm W.
A 20thC silver plated Grantham related trophy, the BRSA Sidney
Duggan Memorial cup, the montieth shaped body flanked by angular
handles, on a part gadrooned stem and circular base, partially engraved
with previous winners, 40cm H.
A 20thC silver plated Grantham related trophy, the BRSA Sidney
Duggan Memorial cup, the montieth shaped body flanked by angular
handles, on a part gadrooned stem and circular base, partially engraved
with previous winners, 40cm H.
A 20thC silver plated cricket related toast rack, with stump ends and
fixed sectional bat centre, centred by a ring and ball top, on compressed
orb feet, 17cm H.
A 20thC silver plated cricket related toast rack, with stump ends and
fixed sectional bat centre, centred by a ring and ball top, on compressed
orb feet, 17cm H.
A 20thC Canadian Mountie hat, by Christy's of London, with a brown
leather banding and fleur-de-lis Quebec emblem, 36cm W, interior
dimensions approx. 21cm x 16cm, with chin strap. (boxed)
A 20thC Canadian Mountie hat, by Christy's of London, with a brown
leather banding and fleur-de-lis Quebec emblem, 36cm W, interior
dimensions approx. 21cm x 16cm, with chin strap. (boxed)
A Beswick fireside model of an old English sheep dog, no.2232, 32cm
H.
A Beswick fireside model of an old English sheep dog, no.2232, 32cm
H.
A Shelley Black Leafy Tree pattern part tea service, Queen Anne shape,
comprising of two serving plates, 23cm W, cups, side plates, saucers,
milk jug and sugar bowl. (a quantity)
A Shelley Black Leafy Tree pattern part tea service, Queen Anne shape,
comprising of two serving plates, 23cm W, cups, side plates, saucers,
milk jug and sugar bowl. (a quantity)
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A Victorian walnut cased travel box, the shaped rectangular body
centred by a mother of pearl cartouche, with ebonised outline and fitted
interior, containing a number of various jars, bottles, etc., some with
plated lids, with a green velvet lining and secret drawer, 19cm H, 30cm
W, 22cm D.
A Victorian walnut cased travel box, the shaped rectangular body
centred by a mother of pearl cartouche, with ebonised outline and fitted
interior, containing a number of various jars, bottles, etc., some with
plated lids, with a green velvet lining and secret drawer, 19cm H, 30cm
W, 22cm D.
Est. 100 - 200
A Regency mahogany sarcophagus shaped tea caddy, with moulded
outline and exterior gilt metal handles, the interior set with mixing bowl
flanked by lidded compartments, on compressed ball feet, 24cm H,
33cm W, 15cm D.
A Regency mahogany sarcophagus shaped tea caddy, with moulded
outline and exterior gilt metal handles, the interior set with mixing bowl
flanked by lidded compartments, on compressed ball feet, 24cm H,
33cm W, 15cm D.
Est. 100 - 200
A George IV silver teapot, by Pierce and Burrows, of melon form,
partially gadrooned with compressed knop, acanthus leaf handle and
quadruple leafy feet, London 1827, 13cm H, 23oz all in.
A George IV silver teapot, by Pierce and Burrows, of melon form,
partially gadrooned with compressed knop, acanthus leaf handle and
quadruple leafy feet, London 1827, 13cm H, 23oz all in.
A Victorian silver coffee pot, by Hancock & Co., part reeded, on a
circular foot, London 1882, 29cm H, 20oz all in.
A Victorian silver coffee pot, by Hancock & Co., part reeded, on a
circular foot, London 1882, 29cm H, 20oz all in.
An Edwardian bachelor's teapot, of shaped form, with angular handle,
on ball feet, Sheffield 1903, 12cm H, 13oz all in.
An Edwardian bachelor's teapot, of shaped form, with angular handle,
on ball feet, Sheffield 1903, 12cm H, 13oz all in.
A Victorian silver teapot, of compressed oval form, part reeded with
angular thumb mould handle, bearing Langham family crest of a
muzzled bear armorial, London 1892, 15cm H, 14oz all in.
A Victorian silver teapot, of compressed oval form, part reeded with
angular thumb mould handle, bearing Langham family crest of a
muzzled bear armorial, London 1892, 15cm H, 14oz all in.
An early 20thC silver four piece coffee service, by William Hutton &
Sons, comprising of a coffee pot, 22cm H, teapot, two handled sugar
bowl and milk jug, London 1905, the coffee pot 1910, 61oz all in. (4)
An early 20thC silver four piece coffee service, by William Hutton &
Sons, comprising of a coffee pot, 22cm H, teapot, two handled sugar
bowl and milk jug, London 1905, the coffee pot 1910, 61oz all in. (4)
A George III silver helmet shaped cream jug, with strap work handle,
raised garlands, an inverted stem and square foot, marks rubbed, 16cm
H, 4oz.
A George III silver helmet shaped cream jug, with strap work handle,
raised garlands, an inverted stem and square foot, marks rubbed, 16cm
H, 4oz.
An Edwardian silver tray, by James Dixon & Son, of rectangular outline,
partially gadrooned with shaped handles, Sheffield 1904, 127oz, 71cm
W.
An Edwardian silver tray, by James Dixon & Son, of rectangular outline,
partially gadrooned with shaped handles, Sheffield 1904, 127oz, 71cm
W.
A late 19thC Black Forest linden wood desk stand, decorated with a bird
on an entwined naturalistic setting set with leaves, with two (removable)
glass inkwells, unmarked, 24cm H.
A late 19thC Black Forest linden wood desk stand, decorated with a bird
on an entwined naturalistic setting set with leaves, with two (removable)
glass inkwells, unmarked, 24cm H.
A late 20thC Yamaha white upright piano, iron framed, 109cm H, 151cm
W, 63cm D.
A late 20thC Yamaha white upright piano, iron framed, 109cm H, 151cm
W, 63cm D.
A Robert Thompson of Kilburn Mouseman stool, with shaped saddle
seat carved with mouse, on turned quadruple legs, 45cm H, 38cm W,
29cm D.
A Robert Thompson of Kilburn Mouseman stool, with shaped saddle
seat carved with mouse, on turned quadruple legs, 45cm H, 38cm W,
29cm D.
A 18ct gold propelling pencil, by Garrard & Co, of cylindrical form with
ring top and inner pencil, part engraved Good Luck In The New Century
Mentmore January 1st 1901, marked 18ct, the case 8cm W, 13g all in.
A 18ct gold propelling pencil, by Garrard & Co, of cylindrical form with
ring top and inner pencil, part engraved Good Luck In The New Century
Mentmore January 1st 1901, marked 18ct, the case 8cm W, 13g all in.
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A pair of George III silver tablespoons, old English pattern, initialled,
22cm L, 4oz. (2)
A pair of George III silver tablespoons, old English pattern, initialled,
22cm L, 4oz. (2)
A 19thC mahogany stick barometer, marked Davis Leeds, with two
silvered dials, mercury column, ivory knop and shaped case, 93cm H.
A 19thC mahogany stick barometer, marked Davis Leeds, with two
silvered dials, mercury column, ivory knop and shaped case, 93cm H.
An early 20thC mahogany and pine bracket clock, the tooled arched
15cm dial with Arabic numerals, slow/fast and chime silent features,
revealing a chiming 8-day movement marked Made In Germany 158/1/4
and numbered 80840, in plain case, on compressed bun feet, 37cm H.
An early 20thC mahogany and pine bracket clock, the tooled arched
15cm dial with Arabic numerals, slow/fast and chime silent features,
revealing a chiming 8-day movement marked Made In Germany 158/1/4
and numbered 80840, in plain case, on compressed bun feet, 37cm H.
An early 20thC Smith's lantern clock, the 7.5cm Dia, chapter ring with
Roman numerals, revealing a keywind movement, in a shaped brass
case, on compressed feet, 12cm H.
An early 20thC Smith's lantern clock, the 7.5cm Dia, chapter ring with
Roman numerals, revealing a keywind movement, in a shaped brass
case, on compressed feet, 12cm H.
An early 20thC brass carriage clock, the 5.5cm back plate with Roman
numeric dial, in a five part glazed case, revealing a single train
movement, marked Made In France, and numbered 2685, on orb feet,
with revealed keywind movement, 12cm H.
An early 20thC brass carriage clock, the 5.5cm back plate with Roman
numeric dial, in a five part glazed case, revealing a single train
movement, marked Made In France, and numbered 2685, on orb feet,
with revealed keywind movement, 12cm H.
A late 19thC brass carriage clock, with ivory coloured 6cm W dial with
Arabic numerals, stencilled with gilt flowers and revealing a twin train
keywind movement, in a five part glazed case, on compressed orb feet,
flanked by quarter columns, surmounted by a crescent handle, 14cm H.
A late 19thC brass carriage clock, with ivory coloured 6cm W dial with
Arabic numerals, stencilled with gilt flowers and revealing a twin train
keywind movement, in a five part glazed case, on compressed orb feet,
flanked by quarter columns, surmounted by a crescent handle, 14cm H.
A late 19thC brass alarm carriage clock, the 5.5cm dial with Roman
numerals and subsidiary Arabic second hand, revealing a twin train
movement with bell, partially jewelled, in a five part glazed case, on
shaped feet, 12cm H.
A late 19thC brass alarm carriage clock, the 5.5cm dial with Roman
numerals and subsidiary Arabic second hand, revealing a twin train
movement with bell, partially jewelled, in a five part glazed case, on
shaped feet, 12cm H.
A 19thC brass repeating carriage clock, the 6cm Dia. enamel dial with
Roman numerals marked Hancocks & Co, 58 Bruton Street, London,
with a blind fret floral back plate, revealing a twin train movement striking
on a gong, the back plate marked for Richard & Co, Paris, in a brass
case with swing handle, 15cm H.
A 19thC brass repeating carriage clock, the 6cm Dia. enamel dial with
Roman numerals marked Hancocks & Co, 58 Bruton Street, London,
with a blind fret floral back plate, revealing a twin train movement striking
on a gong, the back plate marked for Richard & Co, Paris, in a brass
case with swing handle, 15cm H.
A 19thC French brass mantel clock, marked V A B Brevete, the 9.5cm
Dia. Roman numeric dial in an architectural case, set with four columns
revealing a keywind movement, marked to the back plate, 23cm H.
A 19thC French brass mantel clock, marked V A B Brevete, the 9.5cm
Dia. Roman numeric dial in an architectural case, set with four columns
revealing a keywind movement, marked to the back plate, 23cm H.
An early 19thC neo-classical wall clock, the silvered dial marked Tasker,
Banbury, in a polished bronze shield case, with outer acanthus leaf
border raised with further scrolls, flowers and winged figures, with an
enclosed pendulum swung movement, c1835, 37cm H.
An early 19thC neo-classical wall clock, the silvered dial marked Tasker,
Banbury, in a polished bronze shield case, with outer acanthus leaf
border raised with further scrolls, flowers and winged figures, with an
enclosed pendulum swung movement, c1835, 37cm H.
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A 19thC exhibition quality J W Benson mantel clock, with Royal links,
the 12cm Dia. Roman numeric dial marked J W Benson, with exposed
cog work revealing the 8-day movement, in a Neo Classical polished
bronze case, with brass additions, an inverted front and further plaque
reading The Prince and Princess of Wales visited Sheffield 16th August
1875, the back plate numbered 64, striking on the hour and half hours,
in a break front case, 42cm H. The clock was probably made for the
opening of Firth
A 19thC exhibition quality J W Benson mantel clock, with Royal links,
the 12cm Dia. Roman numeric dial marked J W Benson, with exposed
cog work revealing the 8-day movement, in a Neo Classical polished
bronze case, with brass additions, an inverted front and further plaque
reading The Prince and Princess of Wales visited Sheffield 16th August
1875, the back plate numbered 64, striking on the hour and half hours,
in a break front case, 42cm H. The clock was probably made for the
opening of Firth Park when Edward Prince of Wales and Princess
Alexandra formally opened it, on the date above. James W Benson
(1826-1878)had several Royal Warrants, with premises in Cornhill,
Ludgate Hill and Old Bond Street.
A George V silver and enamel powder compact, by Hamilton & Inches,
the 4cm Dia. lid set with a Cairn terrier, with thumb mould handle,
Birmingham 1929.
A George V silver and enamel powder compact, by Hamilton & Inches,
the 4cm Dia. lid set with a Cairn terrier, with thumb mould handle,
Birmingham 1929.
Three 19thC Austrian cold painted figures, comprising of a kingfisher,
4cm H, spaniel and black and tan terrier, unmarked. (3)
Three 19thC Austrian cold painted figures, comprising of a kingfisher,
4cm H, spaniel and black and tan terrier, unmarked. (3)
An aquamarine and amethyst set dress ring, the central aquamarine of
pale blue/green colour, in claw setting, with three amethyst stones to
each shoulder, yellow metal stamped 10K, 3.3g all in.
An aquamarine and amethyst set dress ring, the central aquamarine of
pale blue/green colour, in claw setting, with three amethyst stones to
each shoulder, yellow metal stamped 10K, 3.3g all in.
Est. 80 - 120
A Georgian garnet set bracelet, with eight oval stones, in gilt metal
settings, possibly some missing (AF), the current bracelet 16.5cm L.
A Georgian garnet set bracelet, with eight oval stones, in gilt metal
settings, possibly some missing (AF), the current bracelet 16.5cm L.
Est. 40 - 60
A 18ct gold and platinum diamond dress ring, with central illusion set
round brilliant cut diamond, approximately 0.2 cts, with three tiny
diamonds to each shoulder, and scroll design sides, on a later plain
band, 2.1g all in. (boxed)
A 18ct gold and platinum diamond dress ring, with central illusion set
round brilliant cut diamond, approximately 0.2 cts, with three tiny
diamonds to each shoulder, and scroll design sides, on a later plain
band, 2.1g all in. (boxed)
Est. 200 - 300
A Middle Eastern style necklace, with graduated design beads, each set
with blue turquoise type coloured decoration, on wire necklace.
A Middle Eastern style necklace, with graduated design beads, each set
with blue turquoise type coloured decoration, on wire necklace.
A hinged bangle, with buckle and floral design, safety chain (AF, dented
and bent), Apollo design, 13.6g all in.
A hinged bangle, with buckle and floral design, safety chain (AF, dented
and bent), Apollo design, 13.6g all in.
A Cartier gentleman's wristwatch, with rectangular cut silvered dial, with
date aperture, and lunar arch and stars dial, bezel wind, marked to rear
no. 8103728, in silver backing stamped 925, on a thin brown leather
strap, mark to clasp H Plus.
A Cartier gentleman's wristwatch, with rectangular cut silvered dial, with
date aperture, and lunar arch and stars dial, bezel wind, marked to rear
no. 8103728, in silver backing stamped 925, on a thin brown leather
strap, mark to clasp H Plus.
Est. 300 - 500
A David Morris of London platinum diamond ring, the tension set
baguette cut approximately 0.27 cts, on a plain design platinum band,
6.1g all in. (in David Morris of London box)
A David Morris of London platinum diamond ring, the tension set
baguette cut approximately 0.27 cts, on a plain design platinum band,
6.1g all in. (in David Morris of London box)
Est. 500 - 800
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A Georgian floral necklace, set with various fruit, with graduated design
of flowers, each set with white paste stones, on yellow metal backing,
unmarked, the clasp with safety chain, the central largest flower with bar
to add pendant drop, the clasp and smallest flower, 10mm W, the
largest 14mm W, 39cm L overall, (AF, necklace broken one flower after
central flower), 34.9g all in.
A Georgian floral necklace, set with various fruit, with graduated design
of flowers, each set with white paste stones, on yellow metal backing,
unmarked, the clasp with safety chain, the central largest flower with bar
to add pendant drop, the clasp and smallest flower, 10mm W, the
largest 14mm W, 39cm L overall, (AF, necklace broken one flower after
central flower), 34.9g all in.
A Viner's King Royale pattern silver plated cutlery set, settings for eight,
in canteen, 8cm H, 44cm W, 30cm D.
A Viner's King Royale pattern silver plated cutlery set, settings for eight,
in canteen, 8cm H, 44cm W, 30cm D.
A 1930's Art Deco Bacci & Bacci plaster figure, of a reclining lady
semi-clad, on an rectangular base, 27cm H.
A 1930's Art Deco Bacci & Bacci plaster figure, of a reclining lady
semi-clad, on an rectangular base, 27cm H.
A 19thC Black Forest oak cuckoo and quail chiming clock, with an 18cm
Dia. Roman numeric chapter ring , in a heavily carved case, with upper
articulated quail and cuckoo before a keywind movement, 58cm H.
A 19thC Black Forest oak cuckoo and quail chiming clock, with an 18cm
Dia. Roman numeric chapter ring , in a heavily carved case, with upper
articulated quail and cuckoo before a keywind movement, 58cm H.
An early 20thC cylinder musical box, with 17cm W chrome plated reel
and articulated comb, in a partially ebonised case, 15cm H, 43cm W,
21cm D.
An early 20thC cylinder musical box, with 17cm W chrome plated reel
and articulated comb, in a partially ebonised case, 15cm H, 43cm W,
21cm D.
A 19thC French cast metal barometer, with 13cm Dia. Arabic dial, fitted
with a bead border in a heavily cast case set with cherubs and scrolls,
unmarked, 50cm H.
A 19thC French cast metal barometer, with 13cm Dia. Arabic dial, fitted
with a bead border in a heavily cast case set with cherubs and scrolls,
unmarked, 50cm H.
A late 19thC oak bracket clock, the arched 15cm dial with silvered
Arabic chapter ring, in a heavily carved domed case flanked by quarter
columns on compressed feet, revealing an hour striking 8-day
movement, 58cm H.
A late 19thC oak bracket clock, the arched 15cm dial with silvered
Arabic chapter ring, in a heavily carved domed case flanked by quarter
columns on compressed feet, revealing an hour striking 8-day
movement, 58cm H.
Est. 80 - 120
A Moorcroft Oberon Honeysuckle pattern vase, marked beneath, 29cm
H. (boxed)
A Moorcroft Oberon Honeysuckle pattern vase, marked beneath, 29cm
H. (boxed)
A Moorcroft Nightwood pattern vase, marked beneath, 26cm H. (boxed)
A Moorcroft Nightwood pattern vase, marked beneath, 26cm H. (boxed)
Est. 150 - 250
A Moorcroft Peacock pattern vase, by Rachel Bishop, marked beneath,
22cm H. (boxed)
A Moorcroft Peacock pattern vase, by Rachel Bishop, marked beneath,
22cm H. (boxed)
A Moorcroft Phoenix pattern vase, by Rachel Bishop, marked beneath,
16cm H. (boxed)
A Moorcroft Phoenix pattern vase, by Rachel Bishop, marked beneath,
16cm H. (boxed)
A Moorcroft ewer, by Rachel Bishop, limited edition no. 27/300, printed
marks beneath, 32cm H. (in associated box)
A Moorcroft ewer, by Rachel Bishop, limited edition no. 27/300, printed
marks beneath, 32cm H. (in associated box)
A Moorcroft Collectors Club Plume pattern coaster, marked beneath,
12cm Dia. (boxed)
A Moorcroft Collectors Club Plume pattern coaster, marked beneath,
12cm Dia. (boxed)
An early 20thC Royal Doulton stoneware jar, shield crest on blue
ground, 18cm H, and another similar, impressed marks beneath. (2)
An early 20thC Royal Doulton stoneware jar, shield crest on blue
ground, 18cm H, and another similar, impressed marks beneath. (2)
A 19thC dish, of compressed flowerhead form, with thumb mould
handles, possibly Dutch, engraved and dated 1893, marks rubbed,
14cm W.
A 19thC dish, of compressed flowerhead form, with thumb mould
handles, possibly Dutch, engraved and dated 1893, marks rubbed,
14cm W.
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A continental bowl, the octagonal body heavily repousée decorated with
panels of flowers and scenery, on a flowerhead foot, import marks 925,
5cm H, and a Victorian silver nail brush. (2)
A continental bowl, the octagonal body heavily repousée decorated with
panels of flowers and scenery, on a flowerhead foot, import marks 925,
5cm H, and a Victorian silver nail brush. (2)
A pair of 19thC preserve spoons, each with elaborate entwined handles,
set with masks, import marks for 1899, 16cm W. (2)
A pair of 19thC preserve spoons, each with elaborate entwined handles,
set with masks, import marks for 1899, 16cm W. (2)
A 19thC continental porcelain garniture vase, of inverted baluster form,
with gilt metal mounts, Sevres porcelain plaques, a floral finial, pierced
handles and acanthus leaf stem, on a rectangular base terminating in
compressed orb feet, 29cm H.
A 19thC continental porcelain garniture vase, of inverted baluster form,
with gilt metal mounts, Sevres porcelain plaques, a floral finial, pierced
handles and acanthus leaf stem, on a rectangular base terminating in
compressed orb feet, 29cm H.
18thC English School. Lady wearing bonnet, quarter profile, oil on
canvas, 28cm x 23cm.
18thC English School. Lady wearing bonnet, quarter profile, oil on
canvas, 28cm x 23cm.
A 9ct gold fob, inscribed to back Oulton & Dist Billiard LGE, Y.E.N. cup
wins 1927-8, Dance & Duerden Morley, 3cm high, 6.8g all in.
A 9ct gold fob, inscribed to back Oulton & Dist Billiard LGE, Y.E.N. cup
wins 1927-8, Dance & Duerden Morley, 3cm high, 6.8g all in.
Est. 70 - 90
A 9ct gold gate bracelet, with five and six bar design, with safety chain
and padlock, 28.5g all in.
A 9ct gold gate bracelet, with five and six bar design, with safety chain
and padlock, 28.5g all in.
Est. 350 - 450
A 9ct gold gate bracelet, with five bar hatched design bracelet, with
safety chain and padlock, 18.4g all in.
A 9ct gold gate bracelet, with five bar hatched design bracelet, with
safety chain and padlock, 18.4g all in.
Est. 200 - 300
A gate bracelet, with three and four bar design bracelet, yellow metal,
unmarked, 4.7g all in.
A gate bracelet, with three and four bar design bracelet, yellow metal,
unmarked, 4.7g all in.
Est. 50 - 80
A 9ct white gold wedding band, with etched bar and dot design band,
partially worn, 4.8g all in.
A 9ct white gold wedding band, with etched bar and dot design band,
partially worn, 4.8g all in.
Est. 40 - 60
A 9ct gold swivel fob pendant and chain, the swivel agate fob set with
green and red rectangular agate panels, with scroll design top, on a box
link 9ct gold chain, 14g all in.
A 9ct gold swivel fob pendant and chain, the swivel agate fob set with
green and red rectangular agate panels, with scroll design top, on a box
link 9ct gold chain, 14g all in.
Est. 80 - 120
An 18ct gold three stone diamond ring, with claw set round brilliant cut
diamonds, the central stone approx 0.43cts, flanked by two smaller
diamonds each approx 0.21cts each, in platinum setting, on an 18ct gold
band, 2.5g all in.
An 18ct gold three stone diamond ring, with claw set round brilliant cut
diamonds, the central stone approx 0.43cts, flanked by two smaller
diamonds each approx 0.21cts each, in platinum setting, on an 18ct gold
band, 2.5g all in.
Est. 400 - 600
A 9ct white gold dress ring, of abstract design, set with sapphires, in
claw setting, 5.7g all in.
A 9ct white gold dress ring, of abstract design, set with sapphires, in
claw setting, 5.7g all in.
Est. 40 - 60
A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, set with round brilliant cut
sapphires, and a central diamond, on bark effect white gold band,
marked 18, 5.5g all in.
A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, set with round brilliant cut
sapphires, and a central diamond, on bark effect white gold band,
marked 18, 5.5g all in.
Est. 60 - 80
An abstract dress ring, set with nine red coloured stones, in claw setting,
on a white metal band, marked 925, 3.5g all in.
An abstract dress ring, set with nine red coloured stones, in claw setting,
on a white metal band, marked 925, 3.5g all in.
Est. 20 - 30
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A silver pocket watch and chain, the watch with 4cm dia. face marked
English Lever, with Roman numeric dial in a part engine turned case,
with a jewelled backplate, numbered 536360, with silver chain.
A silver pocket watch and chain, the watch with 4cm dia. face marked
English Lever, with Roman numeric dial in a part engine turned case,
with a jewelled backplate, numbered 536360, with silver chain.
Est. 50 - 80
Two items of silver jewellery, to include a silver locket and chain, with
floral engraving to front, and a silver bangle. (2, AF)
Two items of silver jewellery, to include a silver locket and chain, with
floral engraving to front, and a silver bangle. (2, AF)
An Art Nouveau pendant and chain, the drop pendant set with two
citrines, and seed pearls, in 9ct gold frame, on a 9ct gold fine link chain,
the pendant 4.5cm H.
An Art Nouveau pendant and chain, the drop pendant set with two
citrines, and seed pearls, in 9ct gold frame, on a 9ct gold fine link chain,
the pendant 4.5cm H.
A Widdop ladies wristwatch, with oval watch head, on expanding
stainless steel bracelet, with gold plated watch head.
A Widdop ladies wristwatch, with oval watch head, on expanding
stainless steel bracelet, with gold plated watch head.
A bangle, of plain design, oval shaped, yellow metal, partially marked
750, 17.9g all in.
A bangle, of plain design, oval shaped, yellow metal, partially marked
750, 17.9g all in.
A Seiko ladies wristwatch, with small circular watch head, on a
brown/red dial, gold plated.
A Seiko ladies wristwatch, with small circular watch head, on a
brown/red dial, gold plated.
A Victorian floral spray brooch, set with seed pearls, with leaf and flower
heads, safety chain, yellow metal, unmarked, 4cm W, in Goldsmiths
Alliance box, 5.6g all in.
A Victorian floral spray brooch, set with seed pearls, with leaf and flower
heads, safety chain, yellow metal, unmarked, 4cm W, in Goldsmiths
Alliance box, 5.6g all in.
A 9ct gold watch chain, of varying link design, with a 9ct gold gold
nugget charm, 24g all in.
A 9ct gold watch chain, of varying link design, with a 9ct gold gold
nugget charm, 24g all in.
A Prince of Wales feather brooch, set with three amethyst stones and a
single seed pearl, and bow to base, yellow metal, marked 9ct, 4.5cm W.
A Prince of Wales feather brooch, set with three amethyst stones and a
single seed pearl, and bow to base, yellow metal, marked 9ct, 4.5cm W.
A Victorian 9ct gold gypsy ring, set with five illusion star set stones,
including opals and sapphires (1 opal missing), 2.6g all in.
A Victorian 9ct gold gypsy ring, set with five illusion star set stones,
including opals and sapphires (1 opal missing), 2.6g all in.
Est. 50 - 80
An 18ct white gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring, with central oval
cut sapphire, surrounded by row of tiny diamonds, each approx 0.05cts,
with further row of round brilliant cut sapphires and diamonds, in raised
claw setting, 8.3.g all in.
An 18ct white gold sapphire and diamond cluster ring, with central oval
cut sapphire, surrounded by row of tiny diamonds, each approx 0.05cts,
with further row of round brilliant cut sapphires and diamonds, in raised
claw setting, 8.3.g all in.
Est. 300 - 500
A 9ct gold circular brooch, set with floral design, with purple amethyst
flower heads, and seed pearl heads, 6.3g all in, 3cm W.
A 9ct gold circular brooch, set with floral design, with purple amethyst
flower heads, and seed pearl heads, 6.3g all in, 3cm W.
A 1950's style ladies wristwatch, with circular watch head, in a yellow
metal case, unmarked, on a gold plated and stainless steel expanding
bracelet strap, in Seiko box.
A 1950's style ladies wristwatch, with circular watch head, in a yellow
metal case, unmarked, on a gold plated and stainless steel expanding
bracelet strap, in Seiko box.
An 18ct white gold half hoop ring, set with sapphires and diamonds, (1
diamond missing), in claw setting, 3.1g all in.
An 18ct white gold half hoop ring, set with sapphires and diamonds, (1
diamond missing), in claw setting, 3.1g all in.
Est. 100 - 150
A thick 22ct gold wedding band, of plain design, 4.2g.
A thick 22ct gold wedding band, of plain design, 4.2g.
Est. 80 - 120
A thick 9ct gold wedding band, of plain design, marked to inner band
10XL, 7.1g.
A thick 9ct gold wedding band, of plain design, marked to inner band
10XL, 7.1g.
Est. 70 - 90
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A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, with large central oval cut
sapphire, 11mm x 9.2mm x 5mm, surrounded by two layers of tiny
diamonds, in a raised openwork ring head, on a plain band, 9.2g all in.
A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, with large central oval cut
sapphire, 11mm x 9.2mm x 5mm, surrounded by two layers of tiny
diamonds, in a raised openwork ring head, on a plain band, 9.2g all in.
Est. 300 - 500
A enamel miniature pen knife, the pen knife sides with pale green
enamel and white enamel dots, possibly silver, unmarked, 3.2cm L.
A enamel miniature pen knife, the pen knife sides with pale green
enamel and white enamel dots, possibly silver, unmarked, 3.2cm L.
A pair of bull's eye agate cuff links, each cuff link head 1cm W, on gilt
metal mounts, 4.1g.
A pair of bull's eye agate cuff links, each cuff link head 1cm W, on gilt
metal mounts, 4.1g.
Est. 30 - 50
A platinum aquamarine and diamond ring, the large central oval cut
aquamarine approx 10mm x 14mm x 5.4mm, in claw setting, flanked by
a round brilliant cut diamond to each side, each approx 0.45cts, in claw
setting, 6.2g all in.
A platinum aquamarine and diamond ring, the large central oval cut
aquamarine approx 10mm x 14mm x 5.4mm, in claw setting, flanked by
a round brilliant cut diamond to each side, each approx 0.45cts, in claw
setting, 6.2g all in.
An early 19thC memorial ring, designed with shield bearing initials RF,
and inner band with pleated hair design, and inscription to interior J.J.G.
7th of MO 1837, M.G. 1835, with later repair, 3g all in.
An early 19thC memorial ring, designed with shield bearing initials RF,
and inner band with pleated hair design, and inscription to interior J.J.G.
7th of MO 1837, M.G. 1835, with later repair, 3g all in.
Est. 80 - 120
A Victorian memorial brooch, with coral beaded borders, and a memorial
panel to centre with plaited hair, 2cm W, on yellow metal backing,
unmarked.
A Victorian memorial brooch, with coral beaded borders, and a memorial
panel to centre with plaited hair, 2cm W, on yellow metal backing,
unmarked.
Est. 40 - 60
An 18ct gold emerald and diamond Art Deco style ring, the claw set
rectangular central stone flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder,
with plain shank, 5.4g all in.
An 18ct gold emerald and diamond Art Deco style ring, the claw set
rectangular central stone flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder,
with plain shank, 5.4g all in.
A Victorian memorial pendant, set with cabachon cut amethyst, and blue
enamel leaf designed top (AF), memorial panel to back, yellow metal
unmarked, believed to be Victorian bloom gold, 3.3g all in, the pendant
2.2cm H.
A Victorian memorial pendant, set with cabachon cut amethyst, and blue
enamel leaf designed top (AF), memorial panel to back, yellow metal
unmarked, believed to be Victorian bloom gold, 3.3g all in, the pendant
2.2cm H.
A gilt metal key chain, with additional buckle fob. (2)
A gilt metal key chain, with additional buckle fob. (2)
Est. 20 - 30
A Victorian paste stone set star brooch, in a silvered colour frame,
unmarked, 3cm W, 5.1g all in.
A Victorian paste stone set star brooch, in a silvered colour frame,
unmarked, 3cm W, 5.1g all in.
A platinum emerald and diamond dress ring, set with baguette cut
emerald, flanked by two baguette cut diamonds to each shoulder, the
diamonds of graduated size, the first approx 0.23cts, in rub over illusion
setting, the smaller stone approx 0.05cts, the band marked plat, 5.8g all
in.
A platinum emerald and diamond dress ring, set with baguette cut
emerald, flanked by two baguette cut diamonds to each shoulder, the
diamonds of graduated size, the first approx 0.23cts, in rub over illusion
setting, the smaller stone approx 0.05cts, the band marked plat, 5.8g all
in.
An Edwardian paste stone set circular bar brooch, formed to the centre
with flower, surrounded by paste stones, in a white metal frame,
unmarked, 2.5cm W, 6.8g all in.
An Edwardian paste stone set circular bar brooch, formed to the centre
with flower, surrounded by paste stones, in a white metal frame,
unmarked, 2.5cm W, 6.8g all in.
A pair of silver leaf drop earrings, each earring with seven leaf drops, on
chain, with butterfly backs, 4.1g.
A pair of silver leaf drop earrings, each earring with seven leaf drops, on
chain, with butterfly backs, 4.1g.
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An emerald and diamond floral cluster ring, the centre set with an oval
cut emerald in claw setting, surrounded by ten diamonds, each less then
0.1cts, with diamond set shoulders, in platinum setting, on a yellow
metal band, marked 18ct, 3g all in.
An emerald and diamond floral cluster ring, the centre set with an oval
cut emerald in claw setting, surrounded by ten diamonds, each less then
0.1cts, with diamond set shoulders, in platinum setting, on a yellow
metal band, marked 18ct, 3g all in.
A pair of moonstone set earrings, the oval moonstone in silvered
coloured setting with etched heart shaped design shoulders, on
silver-gilt, hook in backs, the earring head 1cm W, 3.4g all in, unmarked.
A pair of moonstone set earrings, the oval moonstone in silvered
coloured setting with etched heart shaped design shoulders, on
silver-gilt, hook in backs, the earring head 1cm W, 3.4g all in, unmarked.
A dragonfly necklace, the dragonfly set with two rubies for eyes,
sapphire and diamond wings, and a cultured pearl and aquamarine
body, the wings each set with two sapphires and two rows of diamonds,
in a white metal setting, gold coloured to reverse, unmarked, on a fine
link chain, yellow metal, marked 750, the pendant, 8cm wide x 5.5cm H.
A dragonfly necklace, the dragonfly set with two rubies for eyes,
sapphire and diamond wings, and a cultured pearl and aquamarine
body, the wings each set with two sapphires and two rows of diamonds,
in a white metal setting, gold coloured to reverse, unmarked, on a fine
link chain, yellow metal, marked 750, the pendant, 8cm wide x 5.5cm H.
Four various pendants, to include a Victorian gilt metal memorial
pendant, marked to rear shield MJ to LJ, a Victorian three shilling gold
coin, in yellow metal mount, unmarked, a Victorian memorial locket, with
floral C & S scroll design casing, yellow metal unmarked, believed to be
Victorian bloom gold, and a further pendant lacking centre but marked
The Trotter, with turquoise and seed pearl set borders, and bearing
dates to back 1837-1897.
Four various pendants, to include a Victorian gilt metal memorial
pendant, marked to rear shield MJ to LJ, a Victorian three shilling gold
coin, in yellow metal mount, unmarked, a Victorian memorial locket, with
floral C & S scroll design casing, yellow metal unmarked, believed to be
Victorian bloom gold, and a further pendant lacking centre but marked
The Trotter, with turquoise and seed pearl set borders, and bearing
dates to back 1837-1897.
An 18ct gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, set with central oval cut
emerald in rub over setting, surrounded by nine round brilliant cut
diamonds in claw setting, with fan designed shoulders, and raised
pierced ring head, 3.9g all in.
An 18ct gold emerald and diamond cluster ring, set with central oval cut
emerald in rub over setting, surrounded by nine round brilliant cut
diamonds in claw setting, with fan designed shoulders, and raised
pierced ring head, 3.9g all in.
An Edwardian Mantilla comb, with paste design top, with two pins, on
orange Bakelite, 11cm H.
An Edwardian Mantilla comb, with paste design top, with two pins, on
orange Bakelite, 11cm H.
An 18ct gold aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the cluster with
central aquamarine 8.2mm x 6.2mm x 4.4mm, surrounded by ten round
brilliant cut diamonds, each less than 0.1cts, in rub over setting, in
platinum, on a yellow metal band, 5g all in.
An 18ct gold aquamarine and diamond cluster ring, the cluster with
central aquamarine 8.2mm x 6.2mm x 4.4mm, surrounded by ten round
brilliant cut diamonds, each less than 0.1cts, in rub over setting, in
platinum, on a yellow metal band, 5g all in.
A Victorian stick pin, set to the top with white paste stones, with larger
stone to centre surrounded by twelve smaller stones, in silvered colour
claw setting, on a yellow metal pin, unmarked, 2.2g all in, the pin head
14mm H.
A Victorian stick pin, set to the top with white paste stones, with larger
stone to centre surrounded by twelve smaller stones, in silvered colour
claw setting, on a yellow metal pin, unmarked, 2.2g all in, the pin head
14mm H.
A single diamond set earring, with round brilliant cut diamond, approx.
0.83 cts, in claw setting, with smaller tiny diamond, yellow metal backing
unmarked, 1.6g all in
A single diamond set earring, with round brilliant cut diamond, approx.
0.83 cts, in claw setting, with smaller tiny diamond, yellow metal backing
unmarked, 1.6g all in
A white gold emerald and diamond Art Deco ring, the claw set central
stone flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder, each diamond
approx 0.10cts, with plain shank, believed to be 18ct gold, 4g all in.
A white gold emerald and diamond Art Deco ring, the claw set central
stone flanked by three diamonds to each shoulder, each diamond
approx 0.10cts, with plain shank, believed to be 18ct gold, 4g all in.
A pair of U shaped clips, with spoon motif.
A pair of U shaped clips, with spoon motif.
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A Victorian memorial brooch, in the star shape, with central circular
memorial panel and four bordered turquoise and seed pearls, bearing
initials to rear FD, with pendant ring, yellow metal unmarked, 3cm W,
6.9g all in.
A Victorian memorial brooch, in the star shape, with central circular
memorial panel and four bordered turquoise and seed pearls, bearing
initials to rear FD, with pendant ring, yellow metal unmarked, 3cm W,
6.9g all in.
A Victorian memorial pendant, the oval pendant with single vision panel
of plaited hair, in a Victorian bloomed gold setting, on later pin, 2.5cm
W.
A Victorian memorial pendant, the oval pendant with single vision panel
of plaited hair, in a Victorian bloomed gold setting, on later pin, 2.5cm
W.
A gold plated bracelet, with large hoop design clasp and curb chain,
7cm L.
A gold plated bracelet, with large hoop design clasp and curb chain,
7cm L.
A silver and turquoise bar brooch, designed as flowers and leaves, the
flowers with turquoise heads, and silver leaf design, 7cm L, unmarked,
7.5g all in.
A silver and turquoise bar brooch, designed as flowers and leaves, the
flowers with turquoise heads, and silver leaf design, 7cm L, unmarked,
7.5g all in.
A pair of hoop earrings, of oval drop design, with clips possibly for
attachment, yellow metal unmarked, 1.5g all in.
A pair of hoop earrings, of oval drop design, with clips possibly for
attachment, yellow metal unmarked, 1.5g all in.
Two Victorian memorial pendants, one with design of five leaf flower, on
black enamel marked In Memory Of, with memorial panel to back,
Victorian bloomed gold, the other a locket, with black enamel and seed
pearl decoration to front, with etched design back, and memorial locket
interior, 5.4g all in. (2)
Two Victorian memorial pendants, one with design of five leaf flower, on
black enamel marked In Memory Of, with memorial panel to back,
Victorian bloomed gold, the other a locket, with black enamel and seed
pearl decoration to front, with etched design back, and memorial locket
interior, 5.4g all in. (2)
A small collection of coral jewellery, to include a Victorian bloom gold
and coral collar stud, a similar design coral and star set gold screw back
earring, three coral drop pendants and a butterscotch amber single
earring with a silver back. (5)
A small collection of coral jewellery, to include a Victorian bloom gold
and coral collar stud, a similar design coral and star set gold screw back
earring, three coral drop pendants and a butterscotch amber single
earring with a silver back. (5)
Various pendant drops and part jewellery pieces, each paste stone set,
some in 9ct gold backing, others in silver-gilt backing. (14 pieces)
Various pendant drops and part jewellery pieces, each paste stone set,
some in 9ct gold backing, others in silver-gilt backing. (14 pieces)
A small quantity of loose stones, to include a loose rough green emerald
and nine paste stones. (10)
A small quantity of loose stones, to include a loose rough green emerald
and nine paste stones. (10)
Two items of jewellery, to include a gold plated bar brooch and a yellow
metal pin, with abstract twist design, marked 973 patent pending, yellow
metal unmarked, 2.3g.
Two items of jewellery, to include a gold plated bar brooch and a yellow
metal pin, with abstract twist design, marked 973 patent pending, yellow
metal unmarked, 2.3g.
Three bar brooches, possibly Victorian and Edwardian, to include a
Victorian bloomed gold design floral bar brooch, unmarked, 2.4cm W, a
yellow metal memorial brooch, with weave locket border (AF),
unmarked, 2.5cm W, and a small yellow metal oval locket, lacking centre
with paste stone set borders, 1.5cm W, unmarked, 4.7g all in.
Three bar brooches, possibly Victorian and Edwardian, to include a
Victorian bloomed gold design floral bar brooch, unmarked, 2.4cm W, a
yellow metal memorial brooch, with weave locket border (AF),
unmarked, 2.5cm W, and a small yellow metal oval locket, lacking centre
with paste stone set borders, 1.5cm W, unmarked, 4.7g all in.
A pink Venetian glass beaded necklace, with two design pink beads,
one elaborately decorated, on string necklace with a gold plated clasp,
69cm L overall.
A pink Venetian glass beaded necklace, with two design pink beads,
one elaborately decorated, on string necklace with a gold plated clasp,
69cm L overall.
A bull's eye agate locket, each cabochon side with bull's eye agate
stone, in a white metal frame, unmarked, the locket 2.5cm H, 12.7g.
A bull's eye agate locket, each cabochon side with bull's eye agate
stone, in a white metal frame, unmarked, the locket 2.5cm H, 12.7g.
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Three silver natural stone set brooches, to include a bull's eye agate
brooch, in wavy design silver border, 3cm W, a lapis lazuli oval brooch,
in silver reeded design border, 3.2cm W, and a green jade oval brooch,
2.4cm W. (3)
Three silver natural stone set brooches, to include a bull's eye agate
brooch, in wavy design silver border, 3cm W, a lapis lazuli oval brooch,
in silver reeded design border, 3.2cm W, and a green jade oval brooch,
2.4cm W. (3)
A heart shaped pendant, formed of carved orange agate, with a yellow
metal ring, unmarked, 4.9g all in, 2cm W x 2.5cm Drop.
A heart shaped pendant, formed of carved orange agate, with a yellow
metal ring, unmarked, 4.9g all in, 2cm W x 2.5cm Drop.
A pair of Art Deco style costume jewellery drop earrings, each with
orange coloured stone, and filigree designed clasps, screw backs, silver
plated.
A pair of Art Deco style costume jewellery drop earrings, each with
orange coloured stone, and filigree designed clasps, screw backs, silver
plated.
A Chinese green coloured glass stone pendant, the pendant head with
blue enamel design, in single pink bead to top, on a jade design bottom,
gilt metal unmarked, 3cm H, 5g all in.
A Chinese green coloured glass stone pendant, the pendant head with
blue enamel design, in single pink bead to top, on a jade design bottom,
gilt metal unmarked, 3cm H, 5g all in.
A Victorian stick pin, with bull design top, set with small turquoise stones
and scroll design feathers, yellow metal, unmarked, the pin 8.5cm H, the
ball 1.5cm H, 3.4g.
A Victorian stick pin, with bull design top, set with small turquoise stones
and scroll design feathers, yellow metal, unmarked, the pin 8.5cm H, the
ball 1.5cm H, 3.4g.
Three stick pins, of varying design, to include a moonstone set silver
stick pin, and two others. (3)
Three stick pins, of varying design, to include a moonstone set silver
stick pin, and two others. (3)
A bull's eye agate cross pendant, the agate with brown striping, in a gilt
metal frame, 5cm H, 8.4g all in.
A bull's eye agate cross pendant, the agate with brown striping, in a gilt
metal frame, 5cm H, 8.4g all in.
A bull's eye agate Victorian pendant, the pendant with opening as a
locket, with gilt metal surrounds and frame, 2cm H, 4.3g all in.
A bull's eye agate Victorian pendant, the pendant with opening as a
locket, with gilt metal surrounds and frame, 2cm H, 4.3g all in.
A Victorian dress ring, with purple plaster design mount, possibly lacking
stone, in yellow metal unmarked, 0.6g.
A Victorian dress ring, with purple plaster design mount, possibly lacking
stone, in yellow metal unmarked, 0.6g.
A pair of silver and marcasite set butterfly earrings, each with marcasite
wings and a pale blue stone turquoise body, stamped to rear 925, each
earring 1.6cm W, with butterfly backs, 3.7g all in.
A pair of silver and marcasite set butterfly earrings, each with marcasite
wings and a pale blue stone turquoise body, stamped to rear 925, each
earring 1.6cm W, with butterfly backs, 3.7g all in.
A 9ct gold cross pendant and chain, the cross pendant set with cz
stones, on a curb link chain, 7.5g
A 9ct gold cross pendant and chain, the cross pendant set with cz
stones, on a curb link chain, 7.5g
A Tissot ladies wristwatch, with three bar design bracelet, the circular
watch head with white enamel backing, marked Tissot 1853, with Swiss
movement, marks to back and wristwatch 750, 33.5g all in.
A Tissot ladies wristwatch, with three bar design bracelet, the circular
watch head with white enamel backing, marked Tissot 1853, with Swiss
movement, marks to back and wristwatch 750, 33.5g all in.
An 18ct gold modern necklace, of abstract design, set with semi
precious stones, including aquamarine, amethyst, citrine and peridot,
43.5cm L overall, 12.3g all in.
An 18ct gold modern necklace, of abstract design, set with semi
precious stones, including aquamarine, amethyst, citrine and peridot,
43.5cm L overall, 12.3g all in.
A single strand cultured pearl necklace, with a yellow metal clasp,
marked 9K, 13.3g, 40cm L overall.
A single strand cultured pearl necklace, with a yellow metal clasp,
marked 9K, 13.3g, 40cm L overall.
A 9ct gold signet ring, with oval black agate stone, with C & S-scroll
design shoulders, on a later plain band, 5g all in.
A 9ct gold signet ring, with oval black agate stone, with C & S-scroll
design shoulders, on a later plain band, 5g all in.
A sapphire and diamond half hoop ring, set with round brilliant cut
sapphires and three round brilliant cut diamonds, each in claw setting,
on platinum ring head, yellow metal, stamped 18ct, 2.8g all in.
A sapphire and diamond half hoop ring, set with round brilliant cut
sapphires and three round brilliant cut diamonds, each in claw setting,
on platinum ring head, yellow metal, stamped 18ct, 2.8g all in.
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A 18ct gold articulated diamond pendant necklace, the single stone
diamond drop pendant approx. 0.25cts, in platinum setting, on an 18ct
gold hoop, 8.1g all in.
A 18ct gold articulated diamond pendant necklace, the single stone
diamond drop pendant approx. 0.25cts, in platinum setting, on an 18ct
gold hoop, 8.1g all in.
A ladies Rolex cocktail watch, with square silvered dial, bezel wind
stamped with Rolex symbol, on a weave design bracelet, marked 9ct,
13.4g.
A ladies Rolex cocktail watch, with square silvered dial, bezel wind
stamped with Rolex symbol, on a weave design bracelet, marked 9ct,
13.4g.
Est. 200 - 400
A gentleman's diamond solitaire ring, with central old cut diamond,
approximately 0.44cts, with scroll design borders and etched shoulders,
on a later plain band, yellow metal stamped 18ct, 7.1g.
A gentleman's diamond solitaire ring, with central old cut diamond,
approximately 0.44cts, with scroll design borders and etched shoulders,
on a later plain band, yellow metal stamped 18ct, 7.1g.
Est. 300 - 500
A quantity of trinket boxes and compacts, to include continental design
top trinket box, cuff link boxes, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of trinket boxes and compacts, to include continental design
top trinket box, cuff link boxes, etc. (a quantity)
Various pendants and chains, to include a silver Middle Eastern etched
design silver brooch, a gilt metal locket, gold plated necklace, silver
sombreo hat brooch, silver locket, charm bracelet, etc. (1 box)
Various pendants and chains, to include a silver Middle Eastern etched
design silver brooch, a gilt metal locket, gold plated necklace, silver
sombreo hat brooch, silver locket, charm bracelet, etc. (1 box)
A small quantity of costume jewellery brooches, to include some stone
set, scarf clips, silver plated clips, etc. (1 tin)
A small quantity of costume jewellery brooches, to include some stone
set, scarf clips, silver plated clips, etc. (1 tin)
A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery, to include imitation
cameo brooches, floral spray brooches, faux pearl set brooches, paste
stone set floral brooches, etc. (1 box)
A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery, to include imitation
cameo brooches, floral spray brooches, faux pearl set brooches, paste
stone set floral brooches, etc. (1 box)
A large quantity of natural stone pendants and necklaces, to include
shield crest agate pendants, heart shaped pendants, pink topaz
necklaces. (1 tin)
A large quantity of natural stone pendants and necklaces, to include
shield crest agate pendants, heart shaped pendants, pink topaz
necklaces. (1 tin)
A small quantity of silver and other marcasite jewellery, to include silver
floral and marcasite dress ring, marcasite and opal earrings, marcasite
pendants, marcasite silver musical note drop earrings, etc. (small
quantity)
A small quantity of silver and other marcasite jewellery, to include silver
floral and marcasite dress ring, marcasite and opal earrings, marcasite
pendants, marcasite silver musical note drop earrings, etc. (small
quantity)
A quantity of Victorian and Edwardian vintage necklaces, some of red
beaded design, others clear crystal, some matching earrings. (a small
quantity)
A quantity of Victorian and Edwardian vintage necklaces, some of red
beaded design, others clear crystal, some matching earrings. (a small
quantity)
Various jet and imitation jet jewellery, to include jet necklaces, three jet
bar brooches, with varying backs and a circular jet carved pendant. (1
bag)
Various jet and imitation jet jewellery, to include jet necklaces, three jet
bar brooches, with varying backs and a circular jet carved pendant. (1
bag)
A quantity of modern vintage costume jewellery, to include faux pearl
necklaces, bracelets, stone set brooches, floral posy brooches, paste
stone set brooches, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of modern vintage costume jewellery, to include faux pearl
necklaces, bracelets, stone set brooches, floral posy brooches, paste
stone set brooches, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of modern costume jewellery, to include paste set brooches,
beaded glass necklaces, imitation coral necklaces, single strand coral
necklaces, etc. (a quantity)
A quantity of modern costume jewellery, to include paste set brooches,
beaded glass necklaces, imitation coral necklaces, single strand coral
necklaces, etc. (a quantity)
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A small selection of silver and other costume jewellery, a quantity of
silver bangles, bracelets, necklaces, dress ring, stone set bar brooches.
(2 bags)
A small selection of silver and other costume jewellery, a quantity of
silver bangles, bracelets, necklaces, dress ring, stone set bar brooches.
(2 bags)
A Regency tortoiseshell tea caddy, with white metal cartouche, with a
fitted part foil interior, raised on quadruple compressed feet, 13cm H,
20cm W, 12cm D.
A Regency tortoiseshell tea caddy, with white metal cartouche, with a
fitted part foil interior, raised on quadruple compressed feet, 13cm H,
20cm W, 12cm D.
Est. 200 - 300
A 20thC Haddonstone reconstituted stone statue, of a classical lady,
semi-clad on a rock work and octagonal plinth, 145cm H.
A 20thC Haddonstone reconstituted stone statue, of a classical lady,
semi-clad on a rock work and octagonal plinth, 145cm H.
A Rene Lalique Coquilles plafonnier light shade, with outer frosted glass
surround and metal mounts, signed R. Lalique, 40cm dia. This model
was introduced in the early 1920's.
A Rene Lalique Coquilles plafonnier light shade, with outer frosted glass
surround and metal mounts, signed R. Lalique, 40cm dia. This model
was introduced in the early 1920's.
Est. 300 - 500
A 20thC Haddonstone reconstituted stone figure, of a classical lady in
flowing robes holding two flagons, on a removable inverted circular
base, 182cm H.
A 20thC Haddonstone reconstituted stone figure, of a classical lady in
flowing robes holding two flagons, on a removable inverted circular
base, 182cm H.
A Honda 1900X EB portable generator, in red and black, in a metal
framework, 43cm H, 55cm W, 42cm D.
A Honda 1900X EB portable generator, in red and black, in a metal
framework, 43cm H, 55cm W, 42cm D.
A Euro electric four wheel mobility scooter, in red trim, with front basket,
91cm H, with charger.
A Euro electric four wheel mobility scooter, in red trim, with front basket,
91cm H, with charger.
A fine Derby porcelain centre dish, painted by William Billingsley, with
fruit and flowers within a gilt star and rounded border, puce marked
pattern no.157. For similar examples of this pattern see W D John,
William Billingsley (illustrations 30A and 39A), overall 31cm W.
A fine Derby porcelain centre dish, painted by William Billingsley, with
fruit and flowers within a gilt star and rounded border, puce marked
pattern no.157. For similar examples of this pattern see W D John,
William Billingsley (illustrations 30A and 39A), overall 31cm W.
Est. 600 - 800
A pair of 20thC silver plated pig pin cushions, with red velvet tops, 4cm
W, marks rubbed. (2)
A pair of 20thC silver plated pig pin cushions, with red velvet tops, 4cm
W, marks rubbed. (2)
An early 20thC bookmark, with three horse top and arrow stem,
continental white metal marked 925, 8cm H.
An early 20thC bookmark, with three horse top and arrow stem,
continental white metal marked 925, 8cm H.
A collection of photographs, Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson related,
believed to be on The Duchess of Richmond Canadian Pacific Liner,
deck shot with the Captain, various other black and white photographs
of Trinidad, The Panama Canal, others of Edward VIII and Wallis
Simpson in formal dress, etc., in a crocodile skin finish album.
A collection of photographs, Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson related,
believed to be on The Duchess of Richmond Canadian Pacific Liner,
deck shot with the Captain, various other black and white photographs
of Trinidad, The Panama Canal, others of Edward VIII and Wallis
Simpson in formal dress, etc., in a crocodile skin finish album.
Est. 100 - 150
An as new table lamp, formed with two figures on a stepped base, 64cm
H.
An as new table lamp, formed with two figures on a stepped base, 64cm
H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style heart shade, 37cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style heart shade, 37cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, 39cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, 39cm H.
An as new table lamp, with plain glass section on shaped foot, 39cm H.
An as new table lamp, with plain glass section on shaped foot, 39cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, in cream and red, 34cm
H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, in cream and red, 34cm
H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, 38cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, 38cm H.
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An as new Minster table lamp, with Tiffany style domed shade
predominately in cream and amber coloured glass, 32cm H.
An as new Minster table lamp, with Tiffany style domed shade
predominately in cream and amber coloured glass, 32cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and shaped stem, 38cm
H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and shaped stem, 38cm
H.
An as new table lamp, with flowerhead stem and leaf base, 35cm H.
An as new table lamp, with flowerhead stem and leaf base, 35cm H.
An as new table lamp, with hanging glass shade and entwined stem,
43cm H.
An as new table lamp, with hanging glass shade and entwined stem,
43cm H.
An as new table lamp, with hanging glass shade and entwined stem,
43cm H.
An as new table lamp, with hanging glass shade and entwined stem,
43cm H.
An as new Juliana Lighting Collection Angel lamp, with Tiffany style
wings, predominately in orange, green and red, 37cm H.
An as new Juliana Lighting Collection Angel lamp, with Tiffany style
wings, predominately in orange, green and red, 37cm H.
An as new glass handkerchief vase lamp, predominately in yellow,
green and blue, 35cm H.
An as new glass handkerchief vase lamp, predominately in yellow,
green and blue, 35cm H.
An as new handkerchief glass vase lamp, predominately in orange,
green and white, 36cm H.
An as new handkerchief glass vase lamp, predominately in orange,
green and white, 36cm H.
An as new handkerchief glass vase lamp, predominately in purple and
white, 35cm H.
An as new handkerchief glass vase lamp, predominately in purple and
white, 35cm H.
An as new handkerchief glass vase lamp, predominately in blue and
amethyst colours, 36cm H.
An as new handkerchief glass vase lamp, predominately in blue and
amethyst colours, 36cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, 40cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, 40cm H.
An as new Minister table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem, 45cm
H.
An as new Minister table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem, 45cm
H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade predominately in blue
and green, 58cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade predominately in blue
and green, 58cm H.
An as new table lamp, with rectangular Tiffany style shade on leafy
base, 47cm H.
An as new table lamp, with rectangular Tiffany style shade on leafy
base, 47cm H.
Various as new table lamps, Tiffany style, cat on cushion, 19cm W, etc.
(a quantity)
Various as new table lamps, Tiffany style, cat on cushion, 19cm W, etc.
(a quantity)
A pair of as new Tiffany style glass shades, each in brown and cream
colours, 24cm H. (2)
A pair of as new Tiffany style glass shades, each in brown and cream
colours, 24cm H. (2)
Various as new lanterns, with Tiffany style shades and angular hangers,
28cm H. (a quantity)
Various as new lanterns, with Tiffany style shades and angular hangers,
28cm H. (a quantity)
Various as new shades, Tiffany style, etc., to include one in green and
white, a pair of shades, 25cm H, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new shades, Tiffany style, etc., to include one in green and
white, a pair of shades, 25cm H, etc. (a quantity)
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style rectangular shade, in angular
decoration, 28cm H and two further table lamps.. (3)
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style rectangular shade, in angular
decoration, 28cm H and two further table lamps.. (3)
An as new snooker related table lamp, with cue stem, 75cm H.
An as new snooker related table lamp, with cue stem, 75cm H.
An as new frog table lamp, in the Tiffany style predominately in green
and blue, 29cm H.
An as new frog table lamp, in the Tiffany style predominately in green
and blue, 29cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade predominately blue, red
and green, 40cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade predominately blue, red
and green, 40cm H.
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An as new Art Deco style table lamp, formed as two nude figures, with
glass backing, 29cm H.
An as new Art Deco style table lamp, formed as two nude figures, with
glass backing, 29cm H.
An as new Art Deco style table lamp, formed as a reclining nude female
with glass circular backing, 25cm H.
An as new Art Deco style table lamp, formed as a reclining nude female
with glass circular backing, 25cm H.
An as new glass handkerchief vase lamp, in vibrant colours, 37cm H,
and three others similar. (4)
An as new glass handkerchief vase lamp, in vibrant colours, 37cm H,
and three others similar. (4)
Various as new lamps, etc., Tiffany style butterfly lamp, 24cm H, shade,
etc. (4)
Various as new lamps, etc., Tiffany style butterfly lamp, 24cm H, shade,
etc. (4)
Various as new lamps, club style table lamp with green shade, 47cm H,
Tiffany style caskets, etc. (5)
Various as new lamps, club style table lamp with green shade, 47cm H,
Tiffany style caskets, etc. (5)
As new table lamp, with Tiffany shade and stem, in floral pattern, 62cm
H.
As new table lamp, with Tiffany shade and stem, in floral pattern, 62cm
H.
An as new Tiffany style table lamp, with floral shade predominately in
cream and red, 53cm H.
An as new Tiffany style table lamp, with floral shade predominately in
cream and red, 53cm H.
Various as new trinkets, ornaments, miniature clock, 5cm Dia. (a
quantity, boxed)
Various as new trinkets, ornaments, miniature clock, 5cm Dia. (a
quantity, boxed)
Various as new ornaments, travel clocks, miniature sewing machine,
11cm H, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new ornaments, travel clocks, miniature sewing machine,
11cm H, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new paperweights, cockerel, 8cm Dia., others with butterflies,
soap dispenser. (a quantity)
Various as new paperweights, cockerel, 8cm Dia., others with butterflies,
soap dispenser. (a quantity)
Various as new glass ornaments, paperweights, to include golfing
example, 6cm H. (a quantity)
Various as new glass ornaments, paperweights, to include golfing
example, 6cm H. (a quantity)
Various as new glass ornaments, to include Juliana Collection, bird in
red colour way, 15cm H, mouse, glass shell, other birds, etc. (a
quantity)
Various as new glass ornaments, to include Juliana Collection, bird in
red colour way, 15cm H, mouse, glass shell, other birds, etc. (a
quantity)
Various Old Tupton ware, to include photograph frames, dishes, cups,
etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various Old Tupton ware, to include photograph frames, dishes, cups,
etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various Old Tupton ware, to include dome top clock, 18cm H, Teddy
bear money box, hand bells, dish, etc. (a quantity)
Various Old Tupton ware, to include dome top clock, 18cm H, Teddy
bear money box, hand bells, dish, etc. (a quantity)
A late 20thC opalescent vase, of circular shouldered form, in the
manner of Ditchfield, another marked Buzz ! 82, small Ypres style
stoneware flagon and a jade style figure of a frog. (4)
A late 20thC opalescent vase, of circular shouldered form, in the
manner of Ditchfield, another marked Buzz ! 82, small Ypres style
stoneware flagon and a jade style figure of a frog. (4)
A 20thC Japanese Cohitenamadius lustre coffee service, to include
coffee pot, 18cm H, two handled sugar bowl, cups, saucers, etc., each
decorated with houses before trees. (a quantity)
A 20thC Japanese Cohitenamadius lustre coffee service, to include
coffee pot, 18cm H, two handled sugar bowl, cups, saucers, etc., each
decorated with houses before trees. (a quantity)
A 20thC Japanese silk kimono, heavily decorated with a raised dragon
in gilt red and silver colours on black ground, 147cm H.
A 20thC Japanese silk kimono, heavily decorated with a raised dragon
in gilt red and silver colours on black ground, 147cm H.
A 20thC cut glass bowl, of large proportion, the circular body decorated
with a repeat geometric pattern, on compressed foot, 18cm H.
A 20thC cut glass bowl, of large proportion, the circular body decorated
with a repeat geometric pattern, on compressed foot, 18cm H.
A boxed Royal Doulton Institute of Bankers glass paperweight, 7cm W.
(boxed)
A boxed Royal Doulton Institute of Bankers glass paperweight, 7cm W.
(boxed)
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Three various Capodimonte figures, comprising of a girl holding a basket
of fruit, 21cm H, another holding basket of flowers and a girl seated
picking flowers, each matt. (3)
Three various Capodimonte figures, comprising of a girl holding a basket
of fruit, 21cm H, another holding basket of flowers and a girl seated
picking flowers, each matt. (3)
A 20thC Forstenberg West German porcelain service, comprising of a
coffee pot, 21cm H, cream jug, lidded sugar bowl, single cup and two
saucers, in a sparse gilt highlighted floral pattern. (boxed)
A 20thC Forstenberg West German porcelain service, comprising of a
coffee pot, 21cm H, cream jug, lidded sugar bowl, single cup and two
saucers, in a sparse gilt highlighted floral pattern. (boxed)
A 1930's Langley pottery figure of Bonzo, marked Woo! Woo! Myatel,
19cm H.
A 1930's Langley pottery figure of Bonzo, marked Woo! Woo! Myatel,
19cm H.
A Beswick horse, in brown and white colour way, head raised, 22cm H.
A Beswick horse, in brown and white colour way, head raised, 22cm H.
Two boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Kathleen HN2933,
19cm H and Southern Belle. (2, boxed)
Two boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Kathleen HN2933,
19cm H and Southern Belle. (2, boxed)
Four boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Spring Time HN3477,
23cm H, Summer Time, Autumn Time and Winter Time. (4, boxed)
Four boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Spring Time HN3477,
23cm H, Summer Time, Autumn Time and Winter Time. (4, boxed)
Three various boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Figure of The
Year 1994 Jennifer HN3447, 18cm H, Skater and Top O' Hill. (3, boxed)
Three various boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Figure of The
Year 1994 Jennifer HN3447, 18cm H, Skater and Top O' Hill. (3, boxed)
Three various boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Figure of The
Year 1993 Patricia HN3365, 24cm H, Figure of The Year 1996 Belle and
Autumn Breezes. (3, boxed)
Three various boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Figure of The
Year 1993 Patricia HN3365, 24cm H, Figure of The Year 1996 Belle and
Autumn Breezes. (3, boxed)
Two boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Jane HN6260, 23cm H
and Angela. (2, boxed)
Two boxed Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Jane HN6260, 23cm H
and Angela. (2, boxed)
Three various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Lynsey HN3043,
14cm H, Amy's Sister and Lorna. (3)
Three various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Lynsey HN3043,
14cm H, Amy's Sister and Lorna. (3)
Four various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Kerry HN3036, 15cm
H, Melody, Valerie and Dinky Do. (4)
Four various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Kerry HN3036, 15cm
H, Melody, Valerie and Dinky Do. (4)
Four various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Lavina HN1955, 13cm
H, Peggy, Goody Two Shoes and Monica. (4)
Four various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Lavina HN1955, 13cm
H, Peggy, Goody Two Shoes and Monica. (4)
Three various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Adrienne HN2152,
21cm, Figure of The Year 1997 Jessica and Jemma. (3)
Three various Royal Doulton figures, comprising of Adrienne HN2152,
21cm, Figure of The Year 1997 Jessica and Jemma. (3)
An early 19thC Staffordshire pink lustre part service, comprising of a
teapot, 17cm H, slop bowl, sugar bowl, milk jug, cups and saucers, each
decorated with a ivy leaf and line pattern. (a quantity)
An early 19thC Staffordshire pink lustre part service, comprising of a
teapot, 17cm H, slop bowl, sugar bowl, milk jug, cups and saucers, each
decorated with a ivy leaf and line pattern. (a quantity)
Various Wade Whimsies, etc., to include elephant, 3cm H, poodle,
monkey, etc. (a quantity)
Various Wade Whimsies, etc., to include elephant, 3cm H, poodle,
monkey, etc. (a quantity)
Various Wade Whimsies, to include camel, 5cm H, hedgehog, fish,
birds, warthog, etc. (a quantity)
Various Wade Whimsies, to include camel, 5cm H, hedgehog, fish,
birds, warthog, etc. (a quantity)
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part coffee service, comprising of a
coffee pot, 25cm H, cream jug, sugar bowl, cups and saucers. (a
quantity)
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part coffee service, comprising of a
coffee pot, 25cm H, cream jug, sugar bowl, cups and saucers. (a
quantity)
Two various Royal Worcester figures, comprising of Fragrance, 20cm H,
and Charity. (2)
Two various Royal Worcester figures, comprising of Fragrance, 20cm H,
and Charity. (2)
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Three various Royal Worcester figures, comprising of Morning Walk,
19cm H, Coming of Age and First Steps. (3)
Three various Royal Worcester figures, comprising of Morning Walk,
19cm H, Coming of Age and First Steps. (3)
A Royal Worcester Summer Romance figure Olivia, 23cm H. (boxed)
A Royal Worcester Summer Romance figure Olivia, 23cm H. (boxed)
A set of nine Stuart Crystal hock glasses, with double air twist stems,
15cm H. (9)
A set of nine Stuart Crystal hock glasses, with double air twist stems,
15cm H. (9)
A Royal Albert Lavender Rose part tea service, comprising of a teapot,
22cm H, serving plate, milk jug, sugar bowl, cups, saucers and side
plates, printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
A Royal Albert Lavender Rose part tea service, comprising of a teapot,
22cm H, serving plate, milk jug, sugar bowl, cups, saucers and side
plates, printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
Various pottery, etc., to include a Border Fine Arts James Herriot
chicken and cockerel toast rack, no. AL177, 13cm H, Portmeirion
condiments, Crown Derby dishes, etc. (a quantity)
Various pottery, etc., to include a Border Fine Arts James Herriot
chicken and cockerel toast rack, no. AL177, 13cm H, Portmeirion
condiments, Crown Derby dishes, etc. (a quantity)
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part service, to include teapot, 15cm
H, bowls, plates, saucers, etc. (a quantity)
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part service, to include teapot, 15cm
H, bowls, plates, saucers, etc. (a quantity)
Royal Crown Derby paperweight ornaments, Schoolboy Teddy, gold
stopper, 8cm H, and two others similar. (3)
Royal Crown Derby paperweight ornaments, Schoolboy Teddy, gold
stopper, 8cm H, and two others similar. (3)
An Adams Royal Ivory Titian ware footed bowl, raised with acorns and
other foliage, printed marks beneath, 22cm H.
An Adams Royal Ivory Titian ware footed bowl, raised with acorns and
other foliage, printed marks beneath, 22cm H.
A Coalport Age of Elegance figure Touch of Spring, no.CP190, matt
finish, 22cm H. (boxed)
A Coalport Age of Elegance figure Touch of Spring, no.CP190, matt
finish, 22cm H. (boxed)
A Coalport Age of Elegance figure Polonaise Walk, no.CP28, matt
finish, 24cm H. (boxed)
A Coalport Age of Elegance figure Polonaise Walk, no.CP28, matt
finish, 24cm H. (boxed)
A boxed Lladro tri-coloured figure, of a lady, 17cm H. (boxed)
A boxed Lladro tri-coloured figure, of a lady, 17cm H. (boxed)
Two Lladro figures, comprising of a girl with hands on hips and a boy
yawning no. 4970, each in flowing robes, 22cm H.
Two Lladro figures, comprising of a girl with hands on hips and a boy
yawning no. 4970, each in flowing robes, 22cm H.
Two Lladro figures, comprising of a girl in flowing robes, no. 33A2D,
21cm H, and a figure of a polar bear. (2)
Two Lladro figures, comprising of a girl in flowing robes, no. 33A2D,
21cm H, and a figure of a polar bear. (2)
A Coalport figure HM Queen Elizabeth II 70th Birthday, no. 239/500,
25cm H. (boxed)
A Coalport figure HM Queen Elizabeth II 70th Birthday, no. 239/500,
25cm H. (boxed)
A Coalport bone china figure HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother
95th Birthday, no. 137/500, 22cm H. (boxed)
A Coalport bone china figure HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother
95th Birthday, no. 137/500, 22cm H. (boxed)
A Beswick figure of barn owl no. 1046, 20cm H.
A Beswick figure of barn owl no. 1046, 20cm H.
A Border Fine Arts figure golden retriever DG29, matt, label beneath,
15cm H.
A Border Fine Arts figure golden retriever DG29, matt, label beneath,
15cm H.
A Beswick figure of a Corgi no. 2558, marked beneath, 13cm H.
A Beswick figure of a Corgi no. 2558, marked beneath, 13cm H.
A Beswick Great Dane figure Ruler of Duborough, 18cm H.
A Beswick Great Dane figure Ruler of Duborough, 18cm H.
A 19thC mahogany cased postman's wall clock, with 8-day chain driven
movement and 22cm Dia. Roman numeric dial, in a domed case with
exposed weights and pendulum, the main body 40cm H.
A 19thC mahogany cased postman's wall clock, with 8-day chain driven
movement and 22cm Dia. Roman numeric dial, in a domed case with
exposed weights and pendulum, the main body 40cm H.
A late 19thC cylinder musical box, with a 12cm cylinder and graduated
comb, in a part ebonised and inlaid case, the interior paper label marked
SV Croix Suisse PPVF.
A late 19thC cylinder musical box, with a 12cm cylinder and graduated
comb, in a part ebonised and inlaid case, the interior paper label marked
SV Croix Suisse PPVF.
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A late 19thC brass clock movement, with 10cm Roman numeric chapter
ring, pendulum swung movement no. 988 and marked F Mara Larrique,
with a plate back.
A late 19thC brass clock movement, with 10cm Roman numeric chapter
ring, pendulum swung movement no. 988 and marked F Mara Larrique,
with a plate back.
An early 20thC brass travel clock, marked C Frodsham & Co 17 Derring
Street London, and numbered 391, with 8cm Dia. Roman numeric dial,
in horseshoe case stamped and numbered 391-100 verso, on orb feet,
18cm H.
An early 20thC brass travel clock, marked C Frodsham & Co 17 Derring
Street London, and numbered 391, with 8cm Dia. Roman numeric dial,
in horseshoe case stamped and numbered 391-100 verso, on orb feet,
18cm H.
A 19thC brass 8-day clock movement, with 11cm Dia. Arabic dial and
fancy blind fret centre revealing a pendulum swung movement no.
16221, stamped Le Svrolez Limited Paris.
A 19thC brass 8-day clock movement, with 11cm Dia. Arabic dial and
fancy blind fret centre revealing a pendulum swung movement no.
16221, stamped Le Svrolez Limited Paris.
Various theatre programmes, to include Lincoln related, Lincoln Theatre
Royal, etc., 1930's and other, a quantity of wool, knitting materials,
knitting needles, etc. (a quantity, various dimensions)
Various theatre programmes, to include Lincoln related, Lincoln Theatre
Royal, etc., 1930's and other, a quantity of wool, knitting materials,
knitting needles, etc. (a quantity, various dimensions)
A Blessing four piece clarinet, in fitted case, 31cm W.
A Blessing four piece clarinet, in fitted case, 31cm W.
A 19thC elm pork pie mould, of cylindrical form, 18cm H, a cheese
preserve jar and cover, and a 19thC transfer printed meat plate. (3)
A 19thC elm pork pie mould, of cylindrical form, 18cm H, a cheese
preserve jar and cover, and a 19thC transfer printed meat plate. (3)
Various Meccano magazines, 1940's, to include 1948 full set, other full
sets, 1947, etc. (a quantity)
Various Meccano magazines, 1940's, to include 1948 full set, other full
sets, 1947, etc. (a quantity)
A Worthington & Co India Pale Ale advertising mirror, with stencilled
centre, 40cm Dia.
A Worthington & Co India Pale Ale advertising mirror, with stencilled
centre, 40cm Dia.
A set of early 20thC brass and mahogany scales, with weights on a
serpentine base, 25cm W.
A set of early 20thC brass and mahogany scales, with weights on a
serpentine base, 25cm W.
A pair of Kenneth Turner ecclesiastical style stained oak candlesticks, of
cylindrical form, on stepped feet, 29cm H. (2)
A pair of Kenneth Turner ecclesiastical style stained oak candlesticks, of
cylindrical form, on stepped feet, 29cm H. (2)
A Chinese blanc de chine figure, of seated gentleman in flowing robes,
24cm H. (hollow)
A Chinese blanc de chine figure, of seated gentleman in flowing robes,
24cm H. (hollow)
A 19thC mahogany sarcophagus tea caddy, with nulled decoration and
plain interior, 17cm H, 29cm W, 15cm D.
A 19thC mahogany sarcophagus tea caddy, with nulled decoration and
plain interior, 17cm H, 29cm W, 15cm D.
Est. 30 - 50
Various bird ornaments, Beswick and other to include robin 980, 8cm H,
brown Staffordshire Jones Design, etc. (a quantity)
Various bird ornaments, Beswick and other to include robin 980, 8cm H,
brown Staffordshire Jones Design, etc. (a quantity)
Various Border Fine Arts figures, to include matt Autumn Blues, 7cm H,
various others, badger, otter, Morning Mist, etc. (a quantity)
Various Border Fine Arts figures, to include matt Autumn Blues, 7cm H,
various others, badger, otter, Morning Mist, etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC brass inkwell, heavily repousée decorated with scrolls
and urn on a hammered ground, with hinged lid and fitted interior, on
scroll feet, fronted by a garland, 23cm W.
An early 20thC brass inkwell, heavily repousée decorated with scrolls
and urn on a hammered ground, with hinged lid and fitted interior, on
scroll feet, fronted by a garland, 23cm W.
A brass wick cutter on stand, in two sections, with candlestick base and
compressed circular handle, 20cm H.
A brass wick cutter on stand, in two sections, with candlestick base and
compressed circular handle, 20cm H.
Various GB and world used stamps, collectors stamps, World Cup 1966,
various others to include Austria, GB used, East German, various
others, etc. (2 albums)
Various GB and world used stamps, collectors stamps, World Cup 1966,
various others to include Austria, GB used, East German, various
others, etc. (2 albums)
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Various early 20thC and later postcards, black and white and other,
Birthday Greetings, churches, cathedrals to include Lichfield, Ikley,
Cromford, various other postcards, humorous cards, etc. (1 album)
Various early 20thC and later postcards, black and white and other,
Birthday Greetings, churches, cathedrals to include Lichfield, Ikley,
Cromford, various other postcards, humorous cards, etc. (1 album)
An early 20thC oak mantel clock, with 13cm Dia. Roman numeric dial
fronting a partially exposed 8-day movement, labelled and numbered
7224 verso, 40cm H.
An early 20thC oak mantel clock, with 13cm Dia. Roman numeric dial
fronting a partially exposed 8-day movement, labelled and numbered
7224 verso, 40cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
A 19thC Tunbridge domed top sewing box, with a fitted interior , 14cm
H, 25cm W, 17cm D, an early 19thC mahogany tea caddy and a
Barford & Perkins box. (3)
A 19thC Tunbridge domed top sewing box, with a fitted interior , 14cm
H, 25cm W, 17cm D, an early 19thC mahogany tea caddy and a
Barford & Perkins box. (3)
A Chinese blue and white porcelain teapot, of large proportion with
entwined handles, decorated with a three clawed dragon, four character
mark beneath, 28cm H.
A Chinese blue and white porcelain teapot, of large proportion with
entwined handles, decorated with a three clawed dragon, four character
mark beneath, 28cm H.
A polished stone mask, carved with a serpentine pattern with shaped
eyes, with exterior double repeat geometric pattern banding, on a
square stem, 18cm H.
A polished stone mask, carved with a serpentine pattern with shaped
eyes, with exterior double repeat geometric pattern banding, on a
square stem, 18cm H.
A Spirit of St. Louis radio alarm clock, in the form of a receiver, in a
wooden case, 27cm W.
A Spirit of St. Louis radio alarm clock, in the form of a receiver, in a
wooden case, 27cm W.
A late 20thC ship's compass, with 10cm Dia. dial and metal case and
wooden box, 12cm H, 20cm W, 20cm D and a microscope. (2)
A late 20thC ship's compass, with 10cm Dia. dial and metal case and
wooden box, 12cm H, 20cm W, 20cm D and a microscope. (2)
An Anstey Wilson hanging quartz clock and barometer, each in circular
cases with 9cm Dia. Roman numeric dial, etc.
An Anstey Wilson hanging quartz clock and barometer, each in circular
cases with 9cm Dia. Roman numeric dial, etc.
Various coins banknotes, bygones collectables, etc., Swiss Army knife
with various blades, 9cm W, various GB low denomination and other
world coinage, banknotes, pin cushion, button hook, etc. (a quantity)
Various coins banknotes, bygones collectables, etc., Swiss Army knife
with various blades, 9cm W, various GB low denomination and other
world coinage, banknotes, pin cushion, button hook, etc. (a quantity)
Various silver, silver plate, etc., continental cigarette case decorated
with peacock, 10cm W, pin dish, heart shaped dish with pierced border,
cased cutlery set, brooch, etc. (a quantity)
Various silver, silver plate, etc., continental cigarette case decorated
with peacock, 10cm W, pin dish, heart shaped dish with pierced border,
cased cutlery set, brooch, etc. (a quantity)
Various Concorde collectables, boxed Links of London Scottish silver
luggage label with ring top, 8cm H, Concorde wallet, other related items,
Wedgwood photograph frame, candle snuffer and a John Pinches Day
of The Concorde coin and cover set, with paperwork. (a quantity)
Various Concorde collectables, boxed Links of London Scottish silver
luggage label with ring top, 8cm H, Concorde wallet, other related items,
Wedgwood photograph frame, candle snuffer and a John Pinches Day
of The Concorde coin and cover set, with paperwork. (a quantity)
Est. 30 - 50
Various Concorde collectables, to include playing cards, video, Rye
Concorde spirit label, leather luggage label, photograph with the Red
Arrows and various other covers, ephemera, plate badges, Piccolo
Explorer Book Guide, etc. (a quantity)
Various Concorde collectables, to include playing cards, video, Rye
Concorde spirit label, leather luggage label, photograph with the Red
Arrows and various other covers, ephemera, plate badges, Piccolo
Explorer Book Guide, etc. (a quantity)
Est. 30 - 50
Various Concorde related collectables, to include official nail clippers,
Orlebar (Christopher) The Concorde Story, hardback signed copy,
coasters and an official guide in envelope wallet. (a quantity)
Various Concorde related collectables, to include official nail clippers,
Orlebar (Christopher) The Concorde Story, hardback signed copy,
coasters and an official guide in envelope wallet. (a quantity)
Est. 30 - 50
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Various early 20thC and later playing cards, etc., to include Congress,
various other linen finish, Stellar Artois, and other advertising, to include
life boats, unopened, H Field & Sons double pack, others by
Waddington, etc. (a quantity)
Various early 20thC and later playing cards, etc., to include Congress,
various other linen finish, Stellar Artois, and other advertising, to include
life boats, unopened, H Field & Sons double pack, others by
Waddington, etc. (a quantity)
Est. 20 - 40
Various playing cards, to include unopened packs, etc. Greene King
advertising, Queen's Diamond Jubilee Commemorative pack, Southern
Comfort, Rington's Piper backed set, De La Rue in original wrapper, etc.
(a quantity)
Various playing cards, to include unopened packs, etc. Greene King
advertising, Queen's Diamond Jubilee Commemorative pack, Southern
Comfort, Rington's Piper backed set, De La Rue in original wrapper, etc.
(a quantity)
Est. 20 - 40
Various playing cards, advertising and others, early 20thC patience
miniature set, Quirky Britain, Harry Potter, other advertising Piatnik
ladies golf set, Royal Brides, Kings and Queens, etc. (a quantity)
Various playing cards, advertising and others, early 20thC patience
miniature set, Quirky Britain, Harry Potter, other advertising Piatnik
ladies golf set, Royal Brides, Kings and Queens, etc. (a quantity)
Est. 20 - 40
Two early 20thC brown leather travel cases, each with chrome locks,
10cm H, 35cm W, 25cm D. (2)
Two early 20thC brown leather travel cases, each with chrome locks,
10cm H, 35cm W, 25cm D. (2)
An early 20thC The Empire portable typewriter, in metal case, with
articulated buttons, 18cm H, 33cm W, 35cm D.
An early 20thC The Empire portable typewriter, in metal case, with
articulated buttons, 18cm H, 33cm W, 35cm D.
A pair of 19thC maple frames, each containing after Deanes, figure
mending violin and another, olegraph, each frame 40cm x 34cm. (2)
A pair of 19thC maple frames, each containing after Deanes, figure
mending violin and another, olegraph, each frame 40cm x 34cm. (2)
A mid 20thC Viners canteen of cutlery, part settings for twelve, in a fitted
canteen, 17cm H, 42cm W, 31cm D.
A mid 20thC Viners canteen of cutlery, part settings for twelve, in a fitted
canteen, 17cm H, 42cm W, 31cm D.
A Hasnel 302 Suhl 5.5mm air rifle, 112cm.
A Hasnel 302 Suhl 5.5mm air rifle, 112cm.
A miniature early 20thC two draw telescope, of cylindrical form with
brass casing, 14cm when closed.
A miniature early 20thC two draw telescope, of cylindrical form with
brass casing, 14cm when closed.
Various scientific instruments, etc., table magnifier, 17cm W, army
related and other magnetic compass, mark one with crow's foot, no.
B262436, sight, etc. (a quantity)
Various scientific instruments, etc., table magnifier, 17cm W, army
related and other magnetic compass, mark one with crow's foot, no.
B262436, sight, etc. (a quantity)
Various bygones, collectables, etc., seal and wax set, partially boxed,
21cm W, carving set, boxed geometry instruments, airbrush, cut throat
razor, etc. (a quantity)
Various bygones, collectables, etc., seal and wax set, partially boxed,
21cm W, carving set, boxed geometry instruments, airbrush, cut throat
razor, etc. (a quantity)
Various cap badges, to include Monmouthshire Dragon, 7cm W,
Berkshire, other army related bygones, collectables, pocket lighter,
various buttons for the Northumberland Fusiliers, pocket lighters, etc. (a
quantity)
Various cap badges, to include Monmouthshire Dragon, 7cm W,
Berkshire, other army related bygones, collectables, pocket lighter,
various buttons for the Northumberland Fusiliers, pocket lighters, etc. (a
quantity)
20thC Dollond army related single sight binoculars, in leather case,
15cm H, other army kit, cased gun cleaning set, etc. (a quantity)
20thC Dollond army related single sight binoculars, in leather case,
15cm H, other army kit, cased gun cleaning set, etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC vintage Roneo-Neopost franking machine, in metal
casing and leather box, 22cm H, 35cm W, 31cm D, with associated
paperwork.
An early 20thC vintage Roneo-Neopost franking machine, in metal
casing and leather box, 22cm H, 35cm W, 31cm D, with associated
paperwork.
A late 20thC postal scales, with serpentine base, brass articulated top
and various weights, 18cm W.
A late 20thC postal scales, with serpentine base, brass articulated top
and various weights, 18cm W.
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A 20thC ash and elm child's chair, with comb top, stick back, shaped
seat, triple ring legs and plain stretcher, 61cm H.
A 20thC ash and elm child's chair, with comb top, stick back, shaped
seat, triple ring legs and plain stretcher, 61cm H.
Est. 20 - 40
A Paddington Bear soft toy, with blue Wellington boots, red jacket and
blue hat, 42cm H.
A Paddington Bear soft toy, with blue Wellington boots, red jacket and
blue hat, 42cm H.
Est. 20 - 40
A 20thC semi porcelain cat doll, wearing dungarees and checked shirt,
with articulated limbs, unmarked, 20cm H.
A 20thC semi porcelain cat doll, wearing dungarees and checked shirt,
with articulated limbs, unmarked, 20cm H.
Various Selangor boxed pewter ornaments, frogs, other animals, etc. (a
quantity, various dimensions)
Various Selangor boxed pewter ornaments, frogs, other animals, etc. (a
quantity, various dimensions)
A Nintendo 64 games console, 25cm W, with controllers and games,
Playstation 1 games and a Jordan wheel. (a quantity, partially boxed)
A Nintendo 64 games console, 25cm W, with controllers and games,
Playstation 1 games and a Jordan wheel. (a quantity, partially boxed)
A early 20thC brass anniversary clock, the 6cm Dia. dial revealing an
exposed pendulum driven movement, under a domed case, on circular
base, 34cm H.
A early 20thC brass anniversary clock, the 6cm Dia. dial revealing an
exposed pendulum driven movement, under a domed case, on circular
base, 34cm H.
A set of folding shelves, each section broken by turned supports
surmounted by finials, 61cm H, 46cm W, 20cm D.
A set of folding shelves, each section broken by turned supports
surmounted by finials, 61cm H, 46cm W, 20cm D.
A late 19thC walnut cased Vienna wall clock, with 17cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial and subsidiary second hand revealing a keywind
movement, in a heavily carved case flanked by ebonised quarter
columns with a gadrooned under section and elaborate finial centred by
a floral patera, with a pendulum and one weight, 115cm H.
A late 19thC walnut cased Vienna wall clock, with 17cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial and subsidiary second hand revealing a keywind
movement, in a heavily carved case flanked by ebonised quarter
columns with a gadrooned under section and elaborate finial centred by
a floral patera, with a pendulum and one weight, 115cm H.
A 19thC walnut and beech cased German wall clock, with 8-day
movement and later eagle mount, 83cm H.
A 19thC walnut and beech cased German wall clock, with 8-day
movement and later eagle mount, 83cm H.
Est. 30 - 50
An Edwardian oak cased aneroid barometer and thermometer, the lower
15cm Dia. dial marked H N Luther, Huddersfield, surmounted by a
thermometer in a heavily carved gothic case, 85cm H.
An Edwardian oak cased aneroid barometer and thermometer, the lower
15cm Dia. dial marked H N Luther, Huddersfield, surmounted by a
thermometer in a heavily carved gothic case, 85cm H.
A late 19thC oak cased barometer, the 19cm Dia. silvered dial
surmounted by a thermometer in a heavily carved case with broken
pediment with an urn finial above carved columns, with further scroll
work and a lower repeat floral patera, 100cm H.
A late 19thC oak cased barometer, the 19cm Dia. silvered dial
surmounted by a thermometer in a heavily carved case with broken
pediment with an urn finial above carved columns, with further scroll
work and a lower repeat floral patera, 100cm H.
A G-Tech Air Ram 22V upright vacuum cleaner, 114cm H, with
accessories and hand vacuum.
A G-Tech Air Ram 22V upright vacuum cleaner, 114cm H, with
accessories and hand vacuum.
A PSW2010 AV receiver, other musical equipment, four KEF
freestanding surround sound speakers, on cylindrical stems, 118cm H,
DVD player, Techinics recorder, etc. (a quantity)
A PSW2010 AV receiver, other musical equipment, four KEF
freestanding surround sound speakers, on cylindrical stems, 118cm H,
DVD player, Techinics recorder, etc. (a quantity)
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 310cm x 95cm.
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 310cm x 95cm.
A Blooch rug, in red, 197cm x 103cm.
A Blooch rug, in red, 197cm x 103cm.
Frank Watson Wood (1862-1953). H M S Marlborough Flagship of Vice
Admiral Sir Cecil Burney KCBKCMG Battle of Jutland, 31st May 1916,
watercolour, signed and dated 1918, 36cm x 50cm.
Frank Watson Wood (1862-1953). H M S Marlborough Flagship of Vice
Admiral Sir Cecil Burney KCBKCMG Battle of Jutland, 31st May 1916,
watercolour, signed and dated 1918, 36cm x 50cm.
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A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 335cm x 100cm.
A Tabriz runner, in red and cream, 335cm x 100cm.
A Blooch type rug, of cream colour, 190cm x 110cm.
A Blooch type rug, of cream colour, 190cm x 110cm.
A wrought iron brass and copper Art Nouveau style spirit kettle, on an
entwined stand, terminating in scroll feet, 90cm H.
A wrought iron brass and copper Art Nouveau style spirit kettle, on an
entwined stand, terminating in scroll feet, 90cm H.
Est. 20 - 30
A 20thC oak Tudor Rose bedroom pair, comprising of a double door
wardrobe, 188cm x 126cm x 49cm, and compactum chest, each partially
carved on orb feet. (2)
A 20thC oak Tudor Rose bedroom pair, comprising of a double door
wardrobe, 188cm x 126cm x 49cm, and compactum chest, each partially
carved on orb feet. (2)
A large animal travel cage, with meshwork front, 72cm H, 62cm W,
78cm D.
A large animal travel cage, with meshwork front, 72cm H, 62cm W,
78cm D.
A 1930's walnut veneered bedroom pair, comprising of a double door
wardrobe, 183cm x 121cm x 54cm, and a mirror back dressing chest.
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A 1930's walnut veneered bedroom pair, comprising of a double door
wardrobe, 183cm x 121cm x 54cm, and a mirror back dressing chest.
From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part service, to include coffee pot,
26cm H, teapot, milk jug, cream jug, two sugar bowls, cups, saucers,
etc. (a quantity)
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part service, to include coffee pot,
26cm H, teapot, milk jug, cream jug, two sugar bowls, cups, saucers,
etc. (a quantity)
An Edwardian mahogany display cabinet, surmounted by an arched
pediment, with boxwood stringing above two glazed doors and fitted
shelves, on cabriole legs terminating in club feet, 191cm H, 107cm W,
41cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany display cabinet, surmounted by an arched
pediment, with boxwood stringing above two glazed doors and fitted
shelves, on cabriole legs terminating in club feet, 191cm H, 107cm W,
41cm D.
A nest of three Edwardian mahogany tables, of rectangular form, on
square legs, partially inlaid, the largest 68cm H, 46cm W, 34cm D.
A nest of three Edwardian mahogany tables, of rectangular form, on
square legs, partially inlaid, the largest 68cm H, 46cm W, 34cm D.
An early 20thC Glastonbury stool, upholsterd overall in later yellow
material, 55cm H, 64cm W, 49cm D.
An early 20thC Glastonbury stool, upholsterd overall in later yellow
material, 55cm H, 64cm W, 49cm D.
A pair of Edwardian oak elbow chairs, with vertical splats, scroll arms,
turned legs and block feet, 115cm H.
A pair of Edwardian oak elbow chairs, with vertical splats, scroll arms,
turned legs and block feet, 115cm H.
A George III mahogany D-end and dropleaf dining table, with turned
legs and castors, 104cm W, 256cm L. N.B There are no brass clips with
this table.
A George III mahogany D-end and dropleaf dining table, with turned
legs and castors, 104cm W, 256cm L. N.B There are no brass clips with
this table.
Est. 300 - 500
A 20thC ship's wheel, with brass fittings and a spoked centre, 123cm W.
A 20thC ship's wheel, with brass fittings and a spoked centre, 123cm W.
An early 20thC canvas trunk, partially wooden bound with leather
extremities and handles, with luggage labels and part fitted interior,
45cm H, 84cm W, 57cm D.
An early 20thC canvas trunk, partially wooden bound with leather
extremities and handles, with luggage labels and part fitted interior,
45cm H, 84cm W, 57cm D.
A set of six William IV mahogany dining chairs, with overrun cresting
rails, drop in seats and turned forelegs.
A set of six William IV mahogany dining chairs, with overrun cresting
rails, drop in seats and turned forelegs.
Est. 100 - 150
An Edwardian mahogany and partially painted corner chair, on turned
legs joined by an X stretcher, with overstuffed seat in blue material,
74cm H.
An Edwardian mahogany and partially painted corner chair, on turned
legs joined by an X stretcher, with overstuffed seat in blue material,
74cm H.
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A set of six mahogany dining chairs, to include one carver, each with
shaped top rails, pierced horizontal splats, and drop in seats, on block
legs, joined by H stretchers, 96cm H, etc. (6)
A set of six mahogany dining chairs, to include one carver, each with
shaped top rails, pierced horizontal splats, and drop in seats, on block
legs, joined by H stretchers, 96cm H, etc. (6)
An 18thC style oak dresser base, the overhung top raised above six
drawers and triple carved cupboards, raised on block stiles, 88cm H,
170cm W, 46cm D.
An 18thC style oak dresser base, the overhung top raised above six
drawers and triple carved cupboards, raised on block stiles, 88cm H,
170cm W, 46cm D.
A stripped pine pew, with panelled back raised on stiles, 88cm H, 198cm
W, 40cm D.
A stripped pine pew, with panelled back raised on stiles, 88cm H, 198cm
W, 40cm D.
A 20thC mahogany lowboy, the overhung top raised above five drawers,
on cabriole legs, 67cm H, 72cm W, 44cm D.
A 20thC mahogany lowboy, the overhung top raised above five drawers,
on cabriole legs, 67cm H, 72cm W, 44cm D.
A 20thC mahogany Davenport, with hinged top, one piece leather finish
writing slope and fitted interior, with four real and four dummy drawers,
on a platform base terminating in orb feet, 85cm H, 57cm W, 56cm D.
A 20thC mahogany Davenport, with hinged top, one piece leather finish
writing slope and fitted interior, with four real and four dummy drawers,
on a platform base terminating in orb feet, 85cm H, 57cm W, 56cm D.
A 20thC pine narrow cupboard, with panelled doors, on bracket feet,
176cm H, 58cm W, 56cm D.
A 20thC pine narrow cupboard, with panelled doors, on bracket feet,
176cm H, 58cm W, 56cm D.
A 20thC pine compactum chest, of three drawers above double
cupboard, on a shaped base, 115cm H, 67cm W, 44cm D.
A 20thC pine compactum chest, of three drawers above double
cupboard, on a shaped base, 115cm H, 67cm W, 44cm D.
A 20thC pine Wellington chest, of five drawers, on bun feet, 97cm H,
48cm W, 40cm D.
A 20thC pine Wellington chest, of five drawers, on bun feet, 97cm H,
48cm W, 40cm D.
A 1960's oak Brandon style compactum chest, of six drawers, on a block
base, with cup handles, 121cm H, 70cm W, 40cm D.
A 1960's oak Brandon style compactum chest, of six drawers, on a block
base, with cup handles, 121cm H, 70cm W, 40cm D.
A mid 20thC walnut veneered nest of two tables, with shaped tops, on
acanthus carved legs and club feet, the largest 54cm H, 63cm W, 42cm
D.
A mid 20thC walnut veneered nest of two tables, with shaped tops, on
acanthus carved legs and club feet, the largest 54cm H, 63cm W, 42cm
D.
A 19thC stained oak side table, of rectangular form, with frieze drawer,
on block legs, 75cm H, 66cm W, 37cm D.
A 19thC stained oak side table, of rectangular form, with frieze drawer,
on block legs, 75cm H, 66cm W, 37cm D.
An early 19thC mahogany fold over tea table, of rectangular form, on
square legs, when closed 76cm H, 91cm W, 44cm D.
An early 19thC mahogany fold over tea table, of rectangular form, on
square legs, when closed 76cm H, 91cm W, 44cm D.
An oak plank top D end kitchen table, of large proportion, with gateleg
action, raised on baluster legs and compressed bun feet, when open
75cm H, 183cm W, 198cm D.
An oak plank top D end kitchen table, of large proportion, with gateleg
action, raised on baluster legs and compressed bun feet, when open
75cm H, 183cm W, 198cm D.
A 19thC walnut and inlaid pier cabinet, the rectangular overrun top
raised above a glazed door, flanked by gilt metal acanthus leaf
additions, with a fitted interior, on block base, 106cm H, 75cm W, 31cm
D.
A 19thC walnut and inlaid pier cabinet, the rectangular overrun top
raised above a glazed door, flanked by gilt metal acanthus leaf
additions, with a fitted interior, on block base, 106cm H, 75cm W, 31cm
D.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung display cabinet, the
overrun top raised above a pair of astragal glazed doors, with a fitted
interior, on compressed legs terminating in club feet, 127cm H, 89cm W,
23cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung display cabinet, the
overrun top raised above a pair of astragal glazed doors, with a fitted
interior, on compressed legs terminating in club feet, 127cm H, 89cm W,
23cm D.
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A three piece lounge suite, in brown leather, comprising of a three
seater settee, footstool and swivel chair, 98cm H, on a chrome plated
base.
A three piece lounge suite, in brown leather, comprising of a three
seater settee, footstool and swivel chair, 98cm H, on a chrome plated
base.
A 19thC painted pine chest, with galleried back, two short and two long
drawers, on compressed legs and bun feet, 115cm H, 96cm W, 50cm D.
A 19thC painted pine chest, with galleried back, two short and two long
drawers, on compressed legs and bun feet, 115cm H, 96cm W, 50cm D.
A Fritz Hansen Piet Hein light wood table, with oblong top and metal
base, 72cm H, 180cm W, 120cm D.
A Fritz Hansen Piet Hein light wood table, with oblong top and metal
base, 72cm H, 180cm W, 120cm D.
A 20thC pine side table, with rectangular overrun top, raised above two
drawers, on block legs, set with studs, 76cm H, 127cm W, 48cm D.
A 20thC pine side table, with rectangular overrun top, raised above two
drawers, on block legs, set with studs, 76cm H, 127cm W, 48cm D.
A 1930's oak standing corner cabinet, with glazed door and fitted
interior, on stiles, 110cm H, 70cm W, 34cm D.
A 1930's oak standing corner cabinet, with glazed door and fitted
interior, on stiles, 110cm H, 70cm W, 34cm D.
A Victorian mahogany snap top breakfast table, the circular top raised
on a turned stem, terminating in a platform base with bun feet and
castors, 77cm H, 121cm Dia.
A Victorian mahogany snap top breakfast table, the circular top raised
on a turned stem, terminating in a platform base with bun feet and
castors, 77cm H, 121cm Dia.
A late 19thC mahogany framed table mirror, on walnut base with
adjustable scroll sides, 78cm H, 67cm W, 27cm D.
A late 19thC mahogany framed table mirror, on walnut base with
adjustable scroll sides, 78cm H, 67cm W, 27cm D.
An early 20thC Arts & Crafts oak display cabinet, with partially coloured
lead glazed doors, on shaped legs and block feet, 125cm H, 72cm W,
32cm D.
An early 20thC Arts & Crafts oak display cabinet, with partially coloured
lead glazed doors, on shaped legs and block feet, 125cm H, 72cm W,
32cm D.
An early 20thC oak sideboard, with shaped back raised above two frieze
drawers and two panelled cupboards, centred by a further cupboard,
with floral scroll spandrels, on heavy legs, 106cm H, 153cm W, 59cm D.
An early 20thC oak sideboard, with shaped back raised above two frieze
drawers and two panelled cupboards, centred by a further cupboard,
with floral scroll spandrels, on heavy legs, 106cm H, 153cm W, 59cm D.
A Ercol dark wood vintage coffee table, the oblong raised on turned legs
with newspaper rack stretchers, 88cm H, 103cm W, 46cm D.
A Ercol dark wood vintage coffee table, the oblong raised on turned legs
with newspaper rack stretchers, 88cm H, 103cm W, 46cm D.
A Chinese painted hardwood occasional table. (AF)
A Chinese painted hardwood occasional table. (AF)
Est. 30 - 50
A 20thC Ercol dark wood vintage nest of three tables, with pebble or
kidney shaped tops on turned legs, the largest 42cm H, 67cm W, 43cm
D.
A 20thC Ercol dark wood vintage nest of three tables, with pebble or
kidney shaped tops on turned legs, the largest 42cm H, 67cm W, 43cm
D.
An early 20thC mahogany bow front lady's writing desk, with drawers
and cupboards to the galleried back, raised above a tooled leather
section and two frieze drawers, on square tapering legs, 97cm H, 82cm
W, 50cm D.
An early 20thC mahogany bow front lady's writing desk, with drawers
and cupboards to the galleried back, raised above a tooled leather
section and two frieze drawers, on square tapering legs, 97cm H, 82cm
W, 50cm D.
A late 19thC table mirror, with adjustable glass flanked by square
supports surmounted by acorn finials, on scroll legs, with a plain
horizontal stretcher, 77cm H, 55cm W, 29cm D.
A late 19thC table mirror, with adjustable glass flanked by square
supports surmounted by acorn finials, on scroll legs, with a plain
horizontal stretcher, 77cm H, 55cm W, 29cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung hall chair, with comb
back, pierced splats, overstuffed seat in (later) material, on front square
tapering legs terminating in spade feet, 86cm H.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung hall chair, with comb
back, pierced splats, overstuffed seat in (later) material, on front square
tapering legs terminating in spade feet, 86cm H.
A 1930's Art Deco piano stool, with overstuffed hinged seat, 51cm H,
52cm W, 35cm D.
A 1930's Art Deco piano stool, with overstuffed hinged seat, 51cm H,
52cm W, 35cm D.
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A 19thC Jacobean style elbow chair, with overstuffed back and seat,
turned arms and baluster turned legs, on compressed front bun feet,
117cm H.
A 19thC Jacobean style elbow chair, with overstuffed back and seat,
turned arms and baluster turned legs, on compressed front bun feet,
117cm H.
A 19thC hand carved Jacobean style armchair, with overstuffed back
and seat, barleytwist arms and turned forelegs on orb feet, 81cm H.
A 19thC hand carved Jacobean style armchair, with overstuffed back
and seat, barleytwist arms and turned forelegs on orb feet, 81cm H.
An Edwardian child's chair, with broken pedimented top, bergere back
and seat, and turned legs joined by a turned front stretcher, 82cm H.
An Edwardian child's chair, with broken pedimented top, bergere back
and seat, and turned legs joined by a turned front stretcher, 82cm H.
A stained pine Cotswold style school desk, with hinged lid, on turned
legs, 72cm H, 54cm W, 41cm D.
A stained pine Cotswold style school desk, with hinged lid, on turned
legs, 72cm H, 54cm W, 41cm D.
A set of six 20thC ash and elm stained ladder back dining chairs, with
shaped splats, rush seats, and turned forelegs joined by a turned
stretcher, to include two carvers, 107cm H.
A set of six 20thC ash and elm stained ladder back dining chairs, with
shaped splats, rush seats, and turned forelegs joined by a turned
stretcher, to include two carvers, 107cm H.
A pair of bentwood bedroom chairs, with horizontal splats, pierced star
seats, and turned inverted forelegs, 84cm H. (2)
A pair of bentwood bedroom chairs, with horizontal splats, pierced star
seats, and turned inverted forelegs, 84cm H. (2)
A set of six late Victorian carved oak dining chairs, with overstuffed back
and seats in green material, on carved legs joined by H stretchers,
terminating in front castors, 110cm H. (6)
A set of six late Victorian carved oak dining chairs, with overstuffed back
and seats in green material, on carved legs joined by H stretchers,
terminating in front castors, 110cm H. (6)
A harlequin set of eight rush seated dining chairs, each with horizontal
splats, rush seats and turned legs, to include two carvers, 112cm H, etc.
(8)
A harlequin set of eight rush seated dining chairs, each with horizontal
splats, rush seats and turned legs, to include two carvers, 112cm H, etc.
(8)
Spare lot.
Spare lot.
A Panasonic DVB Viera 32 inch colour television, in black and silver
trim, with two remote controls and wire.
A Panasonic DVB Viera 32 inch colour television, in black and silver
trim, with two remote controls and wire.
Spare lot.
Spare lot.
A Technika HD ready 22 inch colour television, in black trim with wire.
A Technika HD ready 22 inch colour television, in black trim with wire.
A 20thC marble finish wooden column, with square top, on tapering
reeded and partially gadrooned stem and square base, 112cm H.
A 20thC marble finish wooden column, with square top, on tapering
reeded and partially gadrooned stem and square base, 112cm H.
A pair of vintage 1960's E Gomme G-Plan light oak pedestal cabinets,
each with a drawer above cupboard and shaped handles, 52cm H,
37cm W, 28cm D.
A pair of vintage 1960's E Gomme G-Plan light oak pedestal cabinets,
each with a drawer above cupboard and shaped handles, 52cm H,
37cm W, 28cm D.
A late 19thC walnut bookcase, the shaped cornice raised above two
glazed doors, with a fitted interior, the sub section with two frieze
drawers above a double cupboard, each carved with shields, on bracket
feet, 211cm H, 120cm W, 46cm D.
A late 19thC walnut bookcase, the shaped cornice raised above two
glazed doors, with a fitted interior, the sub section with two frieze
drawers above a double cupboard, each carved with shields, on bracket
feet, 211cm H, 120cm W, 46cm D.
A Victorian ebonised serpentine card table, with shell frieze and cabriole
legs, 88cm W.
A Victorian ebonised serpentine card table, with shell frieze and cabriole
legs, 88cm W.
Est. 90 - 120
A 20thC swivel office chair, with button back, overstuffed arms and seat,
on a five spoke base terminating in castors, 91cm H.
A 20thC swivel office chair, with button back, overstuffed arms and seat,
on a five spoke base terminating in castors, 91cm H.
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A mid 19thC French commode, with marble top, carved frieze drawer
and hinged fall front cupboard, on turned legs joined by an undertier,
89cm H, 40cm W, 39cm D and a 1920's ash and elm office chair, with
cabriole forelegs and a turned H stretcher. (2)
A mid 19thC French commode, with marble top, carved frieze drawer
and hinged fall front cupboard, on turned legs joined by an undertier,
89cm H, 40cm W, 39cm D and a 1920's ash and elm office chair, with
cabriole forelegs and a turned H stretcher. (2)
A late 19thC ash and elm smoker's bow chair, with shaped top rail, triple
ring turned legs and and a H stretcher, 78cm H. (AF)
A late 19thC ash and elm smoker's bow chair, with shaped top rail, triple
ring turned legs and and a H stretcher, 78cm H. (AF)
A mid 20thC mahogany folding cake stand, with articulated action and
four shelves, on scroll legs with central handle, 95cm H.
A mid 20thC mahogany folding cake stand, with articulated action and
four shelves, on scroll legs with central handle, 95cm H.
A Fender amplifier, with meshwork front, in case, 42cm H, tripod stand,
etc. (a quantity)
A Fender amplifier, with meshwork front, in case, 42cm H, tripod stand,
etc. (a quantity)
An El Primo Chinese six string guitar, 112cm W. (1 string snapped)
An El Primo Chinese six string guitar, 112cm W. (1 string snapped)
Records, 33rpm, The Beatles Bootleg Beat The Beatles, Chinese copy
and 45rpm The Alarm Love Don't Come Easy, Donovan, etc. (a
quantity)
Records, 33rpm, The Beatles Bootleg Beat The Beatles, Chinese copy
and 45rpm The Alarm Love Don't Come Easy, Donovan, etc. (a
quantity)
A pair of late 19thC Royal Worcester vases, decorated by Reginald
Austin, c.1899, each handpainted with roses, signed R Austin, with
compressed trumpet stems, bulbous bodies and circular feet, green
printed marks, 19cm H. (2, AF)
A pair of late 19thC Royal Worcester vases, decorated by Reginald
Austin, c.1899, each handpainted with roses, signed R Austin, with
compressed trumpet stems, bulbous bodies and circular feet, green
printed marks, 19cm H. (2, AF)
A large pair of 19thC Parian figures, c.1860, of children playing hide and
seek, the male figure blindfolded, both figures on a circular base,
unmarked, 20cm H.
A large pair of 19thC Parian figures, c.1860, of children playing hide and
seek, the male figure blindfolded, both figures on a circular base,
unmarked, 20cm H.
Est. 50 - 80
Various Royal Albert Old Country Roses dinner ware, to include a three
tier cake stand, 39cm H, serving dish, dinner plates, cake forks and
slice, tablecloth, cruet, etc. (a quantity)
Various Royal Albert Old Country Roses dinner ware, to include a three
tier cake stand, 39cm H, serving dish, dinner plates, cake forks and
slice, tablecloth, cruet, etc. (a quantity)
A Behringer low noise design pro mixer DX100, 25cm W
A Behringer low noise design pro mixer DX100, 25cm W
A Bowers and Wilkins Zeppelin iPod/iPhone docking station, 62cm W,
with cable and instruction manual.
A Bowers and Wilkins Zeppelin iPod/iPhone docking station, 62cm W,
with cable and instruction manual.
A mid 19thC rosewood tea caddy, of sarcophagus form, the hinged lid
revealing a fitted interior, 17cm H, 21cm W, 13cm D.
A mid 19thC rosewood tea caddy, of sarcophagus form, the hinged lid
revealing a fitted interior, 17cm H, 21cm W, 13cm D.
An early 19thC oak and mahogany longcase clock by John Wood,
Grantham, with swan neck pillared hood containing a 30cm W painted
and signed arched dial with floral spandrels and Roman and Arabic
numerals, 8-day movement striking a bell, above a short moulded trunk
door, on splayed feet 201cm H.
An early 19thC oak and mahogany longcase clock by John Wood,
Grantham, with swan neck pillared hood containing a 30cm W painted
and signed arched dial with floral spandrels and Roman and Arabic
numerals, 8-day movement striking a bell, above a short moulded trunk
door, on splayed feet 201cm H.
An early 19thC Derby porcelain platter, c.1815, finely painted with
English flower sprays, probably by Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, 39cm
W.
An early 19thC Derby porcelain platter, c.1815, finely painted with
English flower sprays, probably by Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, 39cm
W.
Est. 40 - 60
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A Derby porcelain basket moulded plate, decorated with floral sprays, in
the style of Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, gilders no.25 painted no. 29,
20cm dia.
A Derby porcelain basket moulded plate, decorated with floral sprays, in
the style of Leonard Lead, red Derby mark, gilders no.25 painted no. 29,
20cm dia.
Est. 20 - 30
A 20thC Derby porcelain cabinet plate, c.1933/35, decorated with a fish
and signed W.E. Morley, all within a gilt foliate border, puce Derby mark,
22cm Dia.
A 20thC Derby porcelain cabinet plate, c.1933/35, decorated with a fish
and signed W.E. Morley, all within a gilt foliate border, puce Derby mark,
22cm Dia.
Est. 30 - 50
A Japanese Kutani charger, with deep stylised and diaper work border
in red and gilt, having a central field of figures by a camp fire, and
decorated verso with waves and keyed border, central signed ten
character mark, 36cm Dia. (AF)
A Japanese Kutani charger, with deep stylised and diaper work border
in red and gilt, having a central field of figures by a camp fire, and
decorated verso with waves and keyed border, central signed ten
character mark, 36cm Dia. (AF)
A Caughley blue and white porcelain tureen stand, c.1790, decorated
with The Conversation pattern, 24cm W. Ex. Willow Collection.
A Caughley blue and white porcelain tureen stand, c.1790, decorated
with The Conversation pattern, 24cm W. Ex. Willow Collection.
Est. 30 - 50
A Royal Doulton Pansy pattern shallow bowl, no. D6402, of circular
form, decorated with yellow, purple and green flowers on a pink ground,
printed marks beneath, 27cm Dia.
A Royal Doulton Pansy pattern shallow bowl, no. D6402, of circular
form, decorated with yellow, purple and green flowers on a pink ground,
printed marks beneath, 27cm Dia.
Various ephemera Royal related and other, The Coronation 1937, a
cancelled passport, Christy In The Home and other information
pamphlets, other early and mid 20thC newspapers Royal related, etc. (a
quantity)
Various ephemera Royal related and other, The Coronation 1937, a
cancelled passport, Christy In The Home and other information
pamphlets, other early and mid 20thC newspapers Royal related, etc. (a
quantity)
An early 20thC Nailsea style glass bird, with swirl decoration, 16cm H,
stem vase, various other glassware, vases, ornaments, fish, etc. (a
quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
An early 20thC Nailsea style glass bird, with swirl decoration, 16cm H,
stem vase, various other glassware, vases, ornaments, fish, etc. (a
quantity) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various as new glass ornaments, figures, etc., to include ladybird, 6cm
W, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new glass ornaments, figures, etc., to include ladybird, 6cm
W, etc. (a quantity)
A continental opaque glass vase, with enamel decoration of flowers,
31cm H. (AF)
A continental opaque glass vase, with enamel decoration of flowers,
31cm H. (AF)
Various as new glass ornaments, horse, tiger, 5cm H, Swarovski style
and others. (a quantity)
Various as new glass ornaments, horse, tiger, 5cm H, Swarovski style
and others. (a quantity)
Various as new glassware, apple ornament, 14cm H, atomizers, pig
money box, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new glassware, apple ornament, 14cm H, atomizers, pig
money box, etc. (a quantity)
Various 20thC Marie Studholme postcards, black and white examples
etc. (1 album) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various 20thC Marie Studholme postcards, black and white examples
etc. (1 album) From the estate of R J 'Bob' Curry (Dec'd) of Grantham.
Various as new glassware, Nailsea style and others, pig money box,
15cm H, striped vase, handkerchief vase, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new glassware, Nailsea style and others, pig money box,
15cm H, striped vase, handkerchief vase, etc. (a quantity)
A tin glazed earthenware Dutch Delft pottery blue and white dry drug jar,
of inverted circular form, with compressed domed lid, the main body
decorated with flowers and a geometric scroll pattern, on circular foot,
marked beneath, 37cm H.
A tin glazed earthenware Dutch Delft pottery blue and white dry drug jar,
of inverted circular form, with compressed domed lid, the main body
decorated with flowers and a geometric scroll pattern, on circular foot,
marked beneath, 37cm H.
Est. 20 - 30

400

A pottery Rumtopf jar and cover, polychrome decorated with cherries, in
red, green and brown, unmarked, 29cm H.
A pottery Rumtopf jar and cover, polychrome decorated with cherries, in
red, green and brown, unmarked, 29cm H.
Est. 20 - 30
A late Japanese late Meiji period black and red lacquer stand, with gilt
highlights, unmarked, 13cm W.
A late Japanese late Meiji period black and red lacquer stand, with gilt
highlights, unmarked, 13cm W.
Bygones, collectables, etc., a veterinary spoon, unmarked, 13cm W, a
veterinary style syringe, chrome plated with articulated plunger top,
19cm H, K R Morritt fishing reel, cased syringe and other scientific
instruments, etc. (a quantity)
Bygones, collectables, etc., a veterinary spoon, unmarked, 13cm W, a
veterinary style syringe, chrome plated with articulated plunger top,
19cm H, K R Morritt fishing reel, cased syringe and other scientific
instruments, etc. (a quantity)
Six various complete fishing rods, to include one marked Bennett
Stores, etc. (6)
Six various complete fishing rods, to include one marked Bennett
Stores, etc. (6)
Seven various complete fishing rods, with no missing eyes, etc.,
fibreglass and others. (7)
Seven various complete fishing rods, with no missing eyes, etc.,
fibreglass and others. (7)
An early 20thC Doulton Burslem jar, with two handles and metal mounts,
partially gadrooned lid and ribbed body, transfer printed with flowers, in
blue and orange with gilt highlights, impressed and printed marks
beneath, 20cm H.
An early 20thC Doulton Burslem jar, with two handles and metal mounts,
partially gadrooned lid and ribbed body, transfer printed with flowers, in
blue and orange with gilt highlights, impressed and printed marks
beneath, 20cm H.
Various Swarovski and other ornaments, crystal owl figure group, 24cm
H, small enamel box, etc. (a quantity)
Various Swarovski and other ornaments, crystal owl figure group, 24cm
H, small enamel box, etc. (a quantity)
A Jacksons vintage copper and brass water boiler, with cylindrical body
and front tap, 104cm H.
A Jacksons vintage copper and brass water boiler, with cylindrical body
and front tap, 104cm H.
A pair of early 19thC whale tooth scrimshaw, the first depicting a girl in
flowing robes wearing necklace, the second showing her in later life,
each etched to one side, 14cm H. (2)
A pair of early 19thC whale tooth scrimshaw, the first depicting a girl in
flowing robes wearing necklace, the second showing her in later life,
each etched to one side, 14cm H. (2)
A 20thC model ship, the Frigate Espanola Sigol XVI with realistic deck
and rigging, on an ebonised base, 58cm H, 66cm W, 19cm D.
A 20thC model ship, the Frigate Espanola Sigol XVI with realistic deck
and rigging, on an ebonised base, 58cm H, 66cm W, 19cm D.
A lapis lazuli oriental model of a elephant, c1900, 7cm long.
A lapis lazuli oriental model of a elephant, c1900, 7cm long.
Est. 60 - 80
Vintage Sotheby's and Christie's ceramic catalogues, and various
Northern Ceramic Journals. (a quantity)
Vintage Sotheby's and Christie's ceramic catalogues, and various
Northern Ceramic Journals. (a quantity)
A Chinese green jade finish perfume bottle, with shaped lid, carved
stylized lotus flower body headed by a figure and shaped foot, with
wooden stick dropper, 14cm H.
A Chinese green jade finish perfume bottle, with shaped lid, carved
stylized lotus flower body headed by a figure and shaped foot, with
wooden stick dropper, 14cm H.
A pair of early 20thC continental glass vases, each overlaid with
cherubs, with scroll highlights on a orange ground, 31cm H. (2)
A pair of early 20thC continental glass vases, each overlaid with
cherubs, with scroll highlights on a orange ground, 31cm H. (2)
A child's swan rocking chair, with pine seat, 58cm H.
A child's swan rocking chair, with pine seat, 58cm H.
A mid 20thC Art Deco metal figure group, of a girl in flowing robes
carrying flowers, on a chrome plated base, 20cm H.
A mid 20thC Art Deco metal figure group, of a girl in flowing robes
carrying flowers, on a chrome plated base, 20cm H.
A Poole pottery studio style figure, of a cat in turquoise, 30cm H.
A Poole pottery studio style figure, of a cat in turquoise, 30cm H.
An early 20thC Staunton pattern chess set, with 8cm high white king, in
associated box.
An early 20thC Staunton pattern chess set, with 8cm high white king, in
associated box.
Est. 30 - 40
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A 20thC gilt wood frame, with dentil top, bellflower and scroll moulding,
119cm H, 83cm W, 7cm D.
A 20thC gilt wood frame, with dentil top, bellflower and scroll moulding,
119cm H, 83cm W, 7cm D.
An early 20thC Staunton pattern part chess set, the white king 8cm H in
case (AF) and a Draughtsman Globe Series draughts set in case with a
draw leaf top.
An early 20thC Staunton pattern part chess set, the white king 8cm H in
case (AF) and a Draughtsman Globe Series draughts set in case with a
draw leaf top.
A Garrard radiogram with model 40B turntable, with Dynatron SRX26
Transpower tuner, in a mahogany veneered cabinet, 69cm H, 99cm W,
45cm D, with speaker LS2804 262450.
A Garrard radiogram with model 40B turntable, with Dynatron SRX26
Transpower tuner, in a mahogany veneered cabinet, 69cm H, 99cm W,
45cm D, with speaker LS2804 262450.
A pair of early 20thC five branch brass and copper ecclesiastical
candelabra, each with five floral dish holders, on a shaped scroll
support, terminating in circular feet, 47cm high.
A pair of early 20thC five branch brass and copper ecclesiastical
candelabra, each with five floral dish holders, on a shaped scroll
support, terminating in circular feet, 47cm high.
A medieval type buckle, of circular form with raised centre, 6cm Dia., a
Nottingham medallion medal dated 1891 and another for The Belvoir
Hunt 1917-1918. (3)
A medieval type buckle, of circular form with raised centre, 6cm Dia., a
Nottingham medallion medal dated 1891 and another for The Belvoir
Hunt 1917-1918. (3)
A mid 20thC Shelley drip ware orange squeezer on stand,
predominately in orange and green, marked beneath, 12cm H, a Royal
Doulton Minuet part tea service, Portmeirion vase, etc. (a quantity)
A mid 20thC Shelley drip ware orange squeezer on stand,
predominately in orange and green, marked beneath, 12cm H, a Royal
Doulton Minuet part tea service, Portmeirion vase, etc. (a quantity)
Three early 19thC Derby red marked coffee cans, c.1805/1810, a Derby
coffee can moulded with flower sprays and picked out in gold on a
salmon ground with a wishbone handle, another Derby coffee can
decorated with a salmon ground band and gilt floral band, the third
coffee can decorated with a green ground band and a gilt dart band and
a inner gilt floral band. (3)
Three early 19thC Derby red marked coffee cans, c.1805/1810, a Derby
coffee can moulded with flower sprays and picked out in gold on a
salmon ground with a wishbone handle, another Derby coffee can
decorated with a salmon ground band and gilt floral band, the third
coffee can decorated with a green ground band and a gilt dart band and
a inner gilt floral band. (3)
Est. 20 - 30
Two Caughley polychrome fluted coffee cups, c.1780, one decorated
with a internal gilt band of foliage, the other with a blue band and gilt
foliage, unmarked, 6cm H. (2)
Two Caughley polychrome fluted coffee cups, c.1780, one decorated
with a internal gilt band of foliage, the other with a blue band and gilt
foliage, unmarked, 6cm H. (2)
Est. 10 - 20
A New Hall porcelain saucer, c.1800, printed in blue and white with a
New Hall copy of the Caughley Willow Nankin pattern, 13cm Dia.
A New Hall porcelain saucer, c.1800, printed in blue and white with a
New Hall copy of the Caughley Willow Nankin pattern, 13cm Dia.
Est. 30 - 50
An 18thC New Hall porcelain fluted coffee cup, c.1785, decorated with
floral sprays with a blue and puce border, 6cm H, unmarked.
An 18thC New Hall porcelain fluted coffee cup, c.1785, decorated with
floral sprays with a blue and puce border, 6cm H, unmarked.
Est. 20 - 30
An 18th Caughley porcelain artichoke/mustard pot cover, decorated with
blue sprays with a broad blue band, c.1780, 6.5cm Dia.
An 18th Caughley porcelain artichoke/mustard pot cover, decorated with
blue sprays with a broad blue band, c.1780, 6.5cm Dia.
Est. 40 - 60
Two New Hall porcelain coffee cups, c.1785, one cup with clip handle
and decorated with a single gilt line and gilt swag, the other with a broad
band of puce red and gold flowers, 6cm H. (2)
Two New Hall porcelain coffee cups, c.1785, one cup with clip handle
and decorated with a single gilt line and gilt swag, the other with a broad
band of puce red and gold flowers, 6cm H. (2)
Est. 20 - 30
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Various early 19thC porcelain, to include a factory Z coffee cup painted
in the hollow rock pattern and a Keeling coffee cup, c.1800, with pixie
ear handle decorated in gilt and white dentil rim and wavey line and
dots, etc. (4 pieces)
Various early 19thC porcelain, to include a factory Z coffee cup painted
in the hollow rock pattern and a Keeling coffee cup, c.1800, with pixie
ear handle decorated in gilt and white dentil rim and wavey line and
dots, etc. (4 pieces)
Est. 20 - 30
A New Hall type porcelain spiral fluted teapot and cover, c.1800,
decorated with floral swags and sprays, marked pattern no. 146 in puce,
15cm H.
A New Hall type porcelain spiral fluted teapot and cover, c.1800,
decorated with floral swags and sprays, marked pattern no. 146 in puce,
15cm H.
Est. 20 - 30
An early 19thC New Hall type teapot and cover, c.1800, decorated with
an elaborate border pattern and floral sprays, unmarked, 15cm H.
An early 19thC New Hall type teapot and cover, c.1800, decorated with
an elaborate border pattern and floral sprays, unmarked, 15cm H.
Est. 40 - 60
A late Victorian Royal Worcester vase, no.991 of squat circular form,
with four handles decorated with summer flowers, with gilt highlights,
pink marks beneath, circa 1896, 9cm H, and a later Worcester jar and
cover. (2, AF)
A late Victorian Royal Worcester vase, no.991 of squat circular form,
with four handles decorated with summer flowers, with gilt highlights,
pink marks beneath, circa 1896, 9cm H, and a later Worcester jar and
cover. (2, AF)
A pair of Chinese stone Buddha figures, each seated in flowing robes,
20cm H. (2)
A pair of Chinese stone Buddha figures, each seated in flowing robes,
20cm H. (2)
A Beswick cat no. 1867, printed and impressed marks beneath, 21cm H.
A Beswick cat no. 1867, printed and impressed marks beneath, 21cm H.
Est. 10 - 20
Various cigarette trade cards, etc., to include Wills A Sporting Holiday In
New Zealand, Real Photographs, England Historic and Picturesque De
Reszke Cigarettes, various part sets in albums, Churchman's Ruby
Internationals, various others loose, etc. (a quantity)
Various cigarette trade cards, etc., to include Wills A Sporting Holiday In
New Zealand, Real Photographs, England Historic and Picturesque De
Reszke Cigarettes, various part sets in albums, Churchman's Ruby
Internationals, various others loose, etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC clay football pipe, raised with players with boot and ball
stem, RD number and chrome plated mouth piece, 11cm H, and a
further clay pipe. (2)
An early 20thC clay football pipe, raised with players with boot and ball
stem, RD number and chrome plated mouth piece, 11cm H, and a
further clay pipe. (2)
Est. 20 - 30
Various ephemera, etc., two autograph books containing poems and
ditties, early 20thC and later postcards, continental scenes to include
Namur, various other postcards, scraps, decoupage, autographs to
include Ken Goodwin, printed photograph, etc. (a quantity)
Various ephemera, etc., two autograph books containing poems and
ditties, early 20thC and later postcards, continental scenes to include
Namur, various other postcards, scraps, decoupage, autographs to
include Ken Goodwin, printed photograph, etc. (a quantity)
A mid 20thC Dunhill pocket lighter, of rectangular form partially engine
turned, 6.5cm H, in fitted box with paperwork and outer packaging.
A mid 20thC Dunhill pocket lighter, of rectangular form partially engine
turned, 6.5cm H, in fitted box with paperwork and outer packaging.
Est. 60 - 80
Various cigarette, tea and other trade cards, to include various albums,
loose cards, Doncella cigar box, various part sets to include Wills,
Churchman's, etc. (a quantity)
Various cigarette, tea and other trade cards, to include various albums,
loose cards, Doncella cigar box, various part sets to include Wills,
Churchman's, etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC magnifying glass, with hook end and plain circular body,
unmarked, and a early 20thC meerschaum pipe carved with claw, in
fitted case. (2)
An early 20thC magnifying glass, with hook end and plain circular body,
unmarked, and a early 20thC meerschaum pipe carved with claw, in
fitted case. (2)
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An Indian carved soapstone box, the removable lid with domed cover
and elephant finial, finely carved with flower heads and lattice work, the
main body similarly decorated with panels of lattice work and flower
heads on quadruple feet, 7cm H.
An Indian carved soapstone box, the removable lid with domed cover
and elephant finial, finely carved with flower heads and lattice work, the
main body similarly decorated with panels of lattice work and flower
heads on quadruple feet, 7cm H.
Various ephemera, maps, etc., to include map of Yorkshire, various
others, etc. (a quantity)
Various ephemera, maps, etc., to include map of Yorkshire, various
others, etc. (a quantity)
A Benares brass tray toped table, the circular top heavily decorated with
a repeat geometric pattern, on X framed support, 60cm H, 63cm Dia.
A Benares brass tray toped table, the circular top heavily decorated with
a repeat geometric pattern, on X framed support, 60cm H, 63cm Dia.
An early 20thC papier mache box, set with a classical scene of figures
aside cherubs, in a naturalistic setting, with red and black surround and
part fitted interior, 14cm W, a cased Melissa powder compact and a
Chinese Macho card case raised with a dragon. (3)
An early 20thC papier mache box, set with a classical scene of figures
aside cherubs, in a naturalistic setting, with red and black surround and
part fitted interior, 14cm W, a cased Melissa powder compact and a
Chinese Macho card case raised with a dragon. (3)
Various glassware, perfume atomizers, perfume bottles, to include an
orb example with chrome finish top, 13cm H, etc. (a quantity)
Various glassware, perfume atomizers, perfume bottles, to include an
orb example with chrome finish top, 13cm H, etc. (a quantity)
A mid 19thC Parian figure, of an oriental figure holding a script, c.1850,
13cm H.
A mid 19thC Parian figure, of an oriental figure holding a script, c.1850,
13cm H.
Est. 10 - 20
Various Aynsley Cottage Garden wares, to include lamp, 31cm H,
another, vase, lidded jar, heart shaped lidded dish, etc. (a quantity)
Various Aynsley Cottage Garden wares, to include lamp, 31cm H,
another, vase, lidded jar, heart shaped lidded dish, etc. (a quantity)
An early 20thC soapstone figure, of a goat aside two kids on naturalistic
setting, 10cm H.
An early 20thC soapstone figure, of a goat aside two kids on naturalistic
setting, 10cm H.
Est. 40 - 60
Various metalware, miniature photo frame, 11cm H, gramophone clock,
car ornaments, other photograph frames, etc. (a quantity)
Various metalware, miniature photo frame, 11cm H, gramophone clock,
car ornaments, other photograph frames, etc. (a quantity)
Various as new glass ornaments, etc., to include ladybird 5cm H, cat,
etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various as new glass ornaments, etc., to include ladybird 5cm H, cat,
etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Seventeen various bangles, made of brass and copper, to include two
necklaces and various design bangles, to include a Moda chicken
bangle, etc. (one tray)
Seventeen various bangles, made of brass and copper, to include two
necklaces and various design bangles, to include a Moda chicken
bangle, etc. (one tray)
Oriental School. Landscape, watercolour, signed with seal mark, on
material backing, 140cm x 68cm.
Oriental School. Landscape, watercolour, signed with seal mark, on
material backing, 140cm x 68cm.
Est. 90 - 120
19thC School. Two ladies in an interior setting, tapestry, 72cm x 54cm.
19thC School. Two ladies in an interior setting, tapestry, 72cm x 54cm.
Oriental School. Ducks in a landscape, watercolour, material backing,
signed, 135cm x 75cm.
Oriental School. Ducks in a landscape, watercolour, material backing,
signed, 135cm x 75cm.
Est. 90 - 120
A Wedgwood Jasperware plaque, depicting a female horn player beside
a column, in high relief on a green ground, 19cm x 14cm oval showing,
within a modern frame.
A Wedgwood Jasperware plaque, depicting a female horn player beside
a column, in high relief on a green ground, 19cm x 14cm oval showing,
within a modern frame.
Est. 50 - 80
Trees and mountains, impressionist print, 63cm x 88cm.
Trees and mountains, impressionist print, 63cm x 88cm.
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A pair of metal framed cut glass and crystal five branch chandeliers, with
domed floral tops, turned centre stems, arched branches and mock
candle shades, with chain fittings, 49cm H. (2)
A pair of metal framed cut glass and crystal five branch chandeliers, with
domed floral tops, turned centre stems, arched branches and mock
candle shades, with chain fittings, 49cm H. (2)
Est. 150 - 250
19thC Japanese School. Figure seated in flowing robes, wood block
print in colours, signed, 36cm x 26cm.
19thC Japanese School. Figure seated in flowing robes, wood block
print in colours, signed, 36cm x 26cm.
Est. 50 - 80
Keith Roper (b.1946). Lincoln Common, cathedral in the distance,
watercolour, signed and dated 1984, 22cm x 29.5cm.
Keith Roper (b.1946). Lincoln Common, cathedral in the distance,
watercolour, signed and dated 1984, 22cm x 29.5cm.
20thC English School. Church Tower, watercolour, indistinctly signed
and dated, 14cm x 21cm.
20thC English School. Church Tower, watercolour, indistinctly signed
and dated, 14cm x 21cm.
Est. 15 - 30
19thC School. Figure of a girl feeding fawn, tapestry, 52cm x 47cm,
another of a Setter and a 19thC sampler tapestry signed Ann Bramall,
work done at Parson Cross School aged 12 years 1844. (3)
19thC School. Figure of a girl feeding fawn, tapestry, 52cm x 47cm,
another of a Setter and a 19thC sampler tapestry signed Ann Bramall,
work done at Parson Cross School aged 12 years 1844. (3)
After Robert Morden. Map of Cumberland, picked out in colours, with
Swale and Churchill stamp, 18thC, 41cm x 46cm.
After Robert Morden. Map of Cumberland, picked out in colours, with
Swale and Churchill stamp, 18thC, 41cm x 46cm.
W A Morrison. Head and shoulders portrait of a Nubian facing dexter in
profile, oil on canvas, signed and marked "original", 46cm x 41cm.
W A Morrison. Head and shoulders portrait of a Nubian facing dexter in
profile, oil on canvas, signed and marked "original", 46cm x 41cm.
After Sir Joshua Reynolds. Simplicity, monochrome engraving by James
Faed, plate size 34cm x 27cm, in hogarth frame.
After Sir Joshua Reynolds. Simplicity, monochrome engraving by James
Faed, plate size 34cm x 27cm, in hogarth frame.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene
stipple engraving, stamped, signed and numbered, 34cm x 39cm.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene
stipple engraving, stamped, signed and numbered, 34cm x 39cm.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene,
stipple engraving, 33.5cm x 40cm.
Edward Jackson Stoddart (1879-1934). After Hogarth, interior scene,
stipple engraving, 33.5cm x 40cm.
After JMW Turner. The Thames from Walton Bridge circa 1805, a later
copy of the example in the Tate, oil on board, 45cm x 60cm.
After JMW Turner. The Thames from Walton Bridge circa 1805, a later
copy of the example in the Tate, oil on board, 45cm x 60cm.
Est. 20 - 30
A. D. Bell. Harbour scene, gouache, signed and dated 1998, 25cm x
36cm.
A. D. Bell. Harbour scene, gouache, signed and dated 1998, 25cm x
36cm.
Est. 15 - 30
20thC Chinese School. Great Wall of China, material embroidery in
colours, signed, 67cm x 148cm.
20thC Chinese School. Great Wall of China, material embroidery in
colours, signed, 67cm x 148cm.
P Cray (20thC). Path and cottage with a figure pulling hay, oil on board,
signed and dated 1985, 36cm x 50cm, and two others similar. (3)
P Cray (20thC). Path and cottage with a figure pulling hay, oil on board,
signed and dated 1985, 36cm x 50cm, and two others similar. (3)
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figures with birds to the
side, block print in colours, signed, 33cm x 24cm.
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figures with birds to the
side, block print in colours, signed, 33cm x 24cm.
Est. 50 - 80
Early 20thC Japanese School. Trees before mountains, block print, in
colours, signed, 25cm x 36cm.
Early 20thC Japanese School. Trees before mountains, block print, in
colours, signed, 25cm x 36cm.
Est. 15 - 30
Early 20thC Japanese School. Figure in interior setting, block print, in
colours, signed, 37cm x 25cm.
Early 20thC Japanese School. Figure in interior setting, block print, in
colours, signed, 37cm x 25cm.
Est. 30 - 50
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W Hemsley (fl1907). Misty moonlight, watercolour, signed and dated,
24cm x 17cm.
W Hemsley (fl1907). Misty moonlight, watercolour, signed and dated,
24cm x 17cm.
Various ephemera, 50 Year of British Pop, According to the Rolling
Stones, Royal Show 1955 Nottingham booklet, another for 1966 from
Warwickshire, various Life Magazines etc. (a quantity)
Various ephemera, 50 Year of British Pop, According to the Rolling
Stones, Royal Show 1955 Nottingham booklet, another for 1966 from
Warwickshire, various Life Magazines etc. (a quantity)
Edward Priestley (19thC). Figure driving sheep on a tree lined path
before farm workers and settlement in the distance, oil on canvas,
signed, 60cm x 45cm.
Edward Priestley (19thC). Figure driving sheep on a tree lined path
before farm workers and settlement in the distance, oil on canvas,
signed, 60cm x 45cm.
Fleming (Ian). For Your Eyes Only, Live and Let Die, Diamonds are
Forever, From Russia with Love etc., various paper back novels. (a
quantity)
Fleming (Ian). For Your Eyes Only, Live and Let Die, Diamonds are
Forever, From Russia with Love etc., various paper back novels. (a
quantity)
After Sir William Russel Flint. Mademoiselle Sophie, artist limited edition
print no. 379/850, 44cm x 61cm.
After Sir William Russel Flint. Mademoiselle Sophie, artist limited edition
print no. 379/850, 44cm x 61cm.
Est. 100 - 150
Various fishing equipment, floats, tape, other equipment, etc. (a
quantity)
Various fishing equipment, floats, tape, other equipment, etc. (a
quantity)
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade in floral pattern,
predominately in red, cream and green, 62cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade in floral pattern,
predominately in red, cream and green, 62cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with repeat pattern scroll
design predominately in green, purple and cream, 70cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with repeat pattern scroll
design predominately in green, purple and cream, 70cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, on circular foot,
62cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, on circular foot,
62cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, decorated with flowers
predominately in cream, red and blue, 53cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, decorated with flowers
predominately in cream, red and blue, 53cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, predominately in brown,
orange and red, 68cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, predominately in brown,
orange and red, 68cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in cream, green and yellow, 63cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in cream, green and yellow, 63cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, predominately in
red, blue and green, 59cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, predominately in
red, blue and green, 59cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem, in floral pattern
predominately in cream, green and red, 63cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade and stem, in floral pattern
predominately in cream, green and red, 63cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, set with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in blue, orange and green, 66cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, set with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in blue, orange and green, 66cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with repeat peacock
feather border predominately in blue, cream and red, 55cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with repeat peacock
feather border predominately in blue, cream and red, 55cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, set with berries and
leaves predominately in red, green and cream, 67cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, set with berries and
leaves predominately in red, green and cream, 67cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in cream, orange, red and green, 49cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in cream, orange, red and green, 49cm H.
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An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style Art Deco design shade,
predominately in orange and cream, 55cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style Art Deco design shade,
predominately in orange and cream, 55cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, predominately in blue,
red and green, 61cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, predominately in blue,
red and green, 61cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany design Deco style shade,
predominately in purple and orange, 63cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany design Deco style shade,
predominately in purple and orange, 63cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in red, yellow, green and cream, 54cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style shade, with a repeat floral
pattern predominately in red, yellow, green and cream, 54cm H.
Various as new Tiffany style lamps, floral shade, 26cm H, horse lamp,
etc. (a quantity)
Various as new Tiffany style lamps, floral shade, 26cm H, horse lamp,
etc. (a quantity)
An as new cherub stem lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, on shaped
stem, 44cm H.
An as new cherub stem lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, on shaped
stem, 44cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, with a repeat star
decoration predominately in blue and cream, with amber coloured glass
droppers, 58cm H.
An as new table lamp, with Tiffany style floral shade, with a repeat star
decoration predominately in blue and cream, with amber coloured glass
droppers, 58cm H.
An as new Florence lamp, with owl stem and material shade, 59cm H.
An as new Florence lamp, with owl stem and material shade, 59cm H.
A 20thC grotesque teapot, formed as a dragon, with removable lid, in
green glazes, unmarked, 21cm H.
A 20thC grotesque teapot, formed as a dragon, with removable lid, in
green glazes, unmarked, 21cm H.
Various die-cast vehicles, etc., Matchbox Superfast 11 scaffolding truck,
40 horsebox, 6cm W, 44 passenger coach, various other die-cast, etc.
(a quantity)
Various die-cast vehicles, etc., Matchbox Superfast 11 scaffolding truck,
40 horsebox, 6cm W, 44 passenger coach, various other die-cast, etc.
(a quantity)
An Elizabeth II 1953 Coronation coin set, in fitted case, 18cm W.
An Elizabeth II 1953 Coronation coin set, in fitted case, 18cm W.
A George VI silver toast rack, 3½oz, with six sections and angular
handle, Birmingham 1939, 10cm H, and a plated four sectional toast
rack by Walker & Hall. (2)
A George VI silver toast rack, 3½oz, with six sections and angular
handle, Birmingham 1939, 10cm H, and a plated four sectional toast
rack by Walker & Hall. (2)
A George V silver miniature golf club set, with putter, wood and iron
clubs and bag, Birmingham 1928, 7cm H.
A George V silver miniature golf club set, with putter, wood and iron
clubs and bag, Birmingham 1928, 7cm H.
Various coins, Commemorative and other, Churchill crowns, various
other Commemorative crowns, etc. (a quantity contained in one tin)
Various coins, Commemorative and other, Churchill crowns, various
other Commemorative crowns, etc. (a quantity contained in one tin)
Various GB world and other used coins, low denomination, etc., various
countries. (a quantity)
Various GB world and other used coins, low denomination, etc., various
countries. (a quantity)
A early 20thC copper and brass coal scuttle, on fixed stand with mask
head and lion's paw feet, 71cm H.
A early 20thC copper and brass coal scuttle, on fixed stand with mask
head and lion's paw feet, 71cm H.
Two football programmes, comprising of Scotland V England, Saturday
15th April 1939 and Saturday 3rd April 1954. (2)
Two football programmes, comprising of Scotland V England, Saturday
15th April 1939 and Saturday 3rd April 1954. (2)
Various collectable pottery, to include Royal Doulton character jug
Athos, large, 21cm H, various others, Beswick Green Finch 2106,
Torquay ware, etc. (a quantity)
Various collectable pottery, to include Royal Doulton character jug
Athos, large, 21cm H, various others, Beswick Green Finch 2106,
Torquay ware, etc. (a quantity)
A cast metal umbrella stand, with shaped architectural handle and
space for umbrellas, with seated dog beneath, on shell feet, 56cm H.
A cast metal umbrella stand, with shaped architectural handle and
space for umbrellas, with seated dog beneath, on shell feet, 56cm H.
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A 20thC violin, with pine case, 36cm body and articulated knops, in fitted
case with nickel ended bow.
A 20thC violin, with pine case, 36cm body and articulated knops, in fitted
case with nickel ended bow.
An early 20thC Japanese eggshell part tea service, to include coffee
pot, 20cm H, two handled sugar bowl, milk jug, cup, saucer, side plates,
etc., each decorated with geisha in a naturalistic setting. (a quantity)
An early 20thC Japanese eggshell part tea service, to include coffee
pot, 20cm H, two handled sugar bowl, milk jug, cup, saucer, side plates,
etc., each decorated with geisha in a naturalistic setting. (a quantity)
Various pottery, etc., an early 19thC Doulton Slater's Patent jar, 11cm H,
witj beak spout jug, 19thC registered cheese dish on stand and a Crown
Devon pin dish. (4, AF)
Various pottery, etc., an early 19thC Doulton Slater's Patent jar, 11cm H,
witj beak spout jug, 19thC registered cheese dish on stand and a Crown
Devon pin dish. (4, AF)
A Moroccan pottery charger, probably Fez, on a blue ground with black
tracery, raised with applied white metal sections in a floral motif and a
raised diamond shaped centre, 36cm Dia.
A Moroccan pottery charger, probably Fez, on a blue ground with black
tracery, raised with applied white metal sections in a floral motif and a
raised diamond shaped centre, 36cm Dia.
Est. 90 - 120
A Japanese Walt Disney Dumbo figure, 13cm H, and various Wade
Whimsies, etc. (a quantity)
A Japanese Walt Disney Dumbo figure, 13cm H, and various Wade
Whimsies, etc. (a quantity)
A 1970's Ivan Owen and Peter Firmin Basil Brush money box, 23cm H,
a further money box and a Murano style cockerel. (3)
A 1970's Ivan Owen and Peter Firmin Basil Brush money box, 23cm H,
a further money box and a Murano style cockerel. (3)
A pair of 19thC spelter figures, of an industrial lady and gentleman, each
semi clad, he holding ship's wheel, she aside anvil, various dimensions.
(2)
A pair of 19thC spelter figures, of an industrial lady and gentleman, each
semi clad, he holding ship's wheel, she aside anvil, various dimensions.
(2)
A vintage 1960's Petite Deluxe Junior portable typewriter, in turquoise,
29cm W, cased.
A vintage 1960's Petite Deluxe Junior portable typewriter, in turquoise,
29cm W, cased.
A 20thC Waterford crystal lamp, with removable shade, hobnail cut, with
similar base, but unmarked, 35cm H.
A 20thC Waterford crystal lamp, with removable shade, hobnail cut, with
similar base, but unmarked, 35cm H.
Various cut glassware, a pair of mallet shaped decanters with
compressed stoppers, 20cm H, decorative mug, part pottery tea service,
a set of six silver bean spoons, etc. (a quantity)
Various cut glassware, a pair of mallet shaped decanters with
compressed stoppers, 20cm H, decorative mug, part pottery tea service,
a set of six silver bean spoons, etc. (a quantity)
Various early 20thC and later postcards, Royal Family and Royalty
pictorial cards to include Tsar Nicholas, Arch Duke Ferdinand, various
British Royalty, Prince Albert, Tsanna of Russia, President Poincaré,
various other Royal related postcards. (1 album)
Various early 20thC and later postcards, Royal Family and Royalty
pictorial cards to include Tsar Nicholas, Arch Duke Ferdinand, various
British Royalty, Prince Albert, Tsanna of Russia, President Poincaré,
various other Royal related postcards. (1 album)
Various early 20thC and later postcards, tram card, various war related
and football team cards, figures of gentleman with bicycles, Hythe,
Dover, various street scenes, humorous cards, RE Challenge Cup
Shorncliffe 1907 soldier card, soldiers marching and others on bicycles,
early 20thC child's football team, various others, etc. (1 album)
Various early 20thC and later postcards, tram card, various war related
and football team cards, figures of gentleman with bicycles, Hythe,
Dover, various street scenes, humorous cards, RE Challenge Cup
Shorncliffe 1907 soldier card, soldiers marching and others on bicycles,
early 20thC child's football team, various others, etc. (1 album)
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part tea service, to include teapot,
21cm H, sandwich plates, bowls, cups, milk jug, plates, side plates,
printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
A Royal Albert Old Country Roses part tea service, to include teapot,
21cm H, sandwich plates, bowls, cups, milk jug, plates, side plates,
printed marks beneath. (a quantity)
Three Royal Dux courting couple figurines, each polychrome decorated
with raised pink triangles beneath, 24cm H, etc. (3)
Three Royal Dux courting couple figurines, each polychrome decorated
with raised pink triangles beneath, 24cm H, etc. (3)
A Lladro figure group, of two poodles playing with a beach ball, 14cm H.
A Lladro figure group, of two poodles playing with a beach ball, 14cm H.
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A Goebel Hummel figure, boy sweep no. KF40, 15cm H, another
Hummel figure recumbent puppy no. 3315. (2)
A Goebel Hummel figure, boy sweep no. KF40, 15cm H, another
Hummel figure recumbent puppy no. 3315. (2)
A Sherratt & Simpson figure group, A Thoughtful Moment, wooden
plinth, 31cm H and another Robin. (2)
A Sherratt & Simpson figure group, A Thoughtful Moment, wooden
plinth, 31cm H and another Robin. (2)
A 20thC Capodimonte vase, of large proportion, decorated with various
classical figures, polychrome decorated predominately in blue, orange,
and yellow, with figure handles and gilt highlights, 38cm H, and a further
Capodimonte figure of a marching child. (2)
A 20thC Capodimonte vase, of large proportion, decorated with various
classical figures, polychrome decorated predominately in blue, orange,
and yellow, with figure handles and gilt highlights, 38cm H, and a further
Capodimonte figure of a marching child. (2)
Two 20thC Poceval Valencia figures of doves, 29cm H. (2)
Two 20thC Poceval Valencia figures of doves, 29cm H. (2)
A Royal Doulton crystal decanter, of square shouldered form, hobnail
cut, with an orb stopper, 26cm H, a ship's decanter, various other crystal
glassware, porcelain, brandy and sherry labels, silver spoon, cased
cutlery, etc. (a quantity)
A Royal Doulton crystal decanter, of square shouldered form, hobnail
cut, with an orb stopper, 26cm H, a ship's decanter, various other crystal
glassware, porcelain, brandy and sherry labels, silver spoon, cased
cutlery, etc. (a quantity)
Bygones, collectables, metalware, etc., a copper planter of oblong form
with brass mounts and lion's mask handles, 35cm W, a barometer in a
brass and copper coaching lantern, various other plated ware, brass,
copper, metalware, Sam Brown style belt, linen, etc. (a quantity)
Bygones, collectables, metalware, etc., a copper planter of oblong form
with brass mounts and lion's mask handles, 35cm W, a barometer in a
brass and copper coaching lantern, various other plated ware, brass,
copper, metalware, Sam Brown style belt, linen, etc. (a quantity)
Bygones, collectables, treen, etc., wooden kosh, 36cm W, 19thC
scientific instrument box, carpet bowls, various circular photograph
frames, shoe lasts, etc. (a quantity)
Bygones, collectables, treen, etc., wooden kosh, 36cm W, 19thC
scientific instrument box, carpet bowls, various circular photograph
frames, shoe lasts, etc. (a quantity)
Three graduated stoneware jugs, set with tavern scenes, figures on
horseback, windmill, etc., in two colours, each with a beak spout and
strap handle, etc., and two Alberon doll kits. (a quantity)
Three graduated stoneware jugs, set with tavern scenes, figures on
horseback, windmill, etc., in two colours, each with a beak spout and
strap handle, etc., and two Alberon doll kits. (a quantity)
Books, children's and other, Barrie (JM) Peter Pan & Wendy, blue gilt
stencilled boards, Letter of Queen Victoria in two volumes,
Shakespeare, part calf and gilt highlighted boards, Gilbert & Sullivan,
Peter Pan in Kingston Gardens with Arthur Rackham illustrations, Carroll
(Lewis) Alice In Wonderland with Margaret Tarrant illustrations, etc. (a
quantity)
Books, children's and other, Barrie (JM) Peter Pan & Wendy, blue gilt
stencilled boards, Letter of Queen Victoria in two volumes,
Shakespeare, part calf and gilt highlighted boards, Gilbert & Sullivan,
Peter Pan in Kingston Gardens with Arthur Rackham illustrations, Carroll
(Lewis) Alice In Wonderland with Margaret Tarrant illustrations, etc. (a
quantity)
An African tribal akonting type musical instrument, with hide end and
wooden stem, possibly Senegalese, 96cm wide.
An African tribal akonting type musical instrument, with hide end and
wooden stem, possibly Senegalese, 96cm wide.
A 19thC stoneware jar, of cylindrical form, with a cork top stamped W
Wallhead, Ram Hotel, Boston, 38cm H, two further stoneware jars, West
German 7645 studio style vase and an oak biscuit barrel with plated
mounts. (5)
A 19thC stoneware jar, of cylindrical form, with a cork top stamped W
Wallhead, Ram Hotel, Boston, 38cm H, two further stoneware jars, West
German 7645 studio style vase and an oak biscuit barrel with plated
mounts. (5)
Various tins, advertising OXO cubes, Babycham deer, 19cm H, two
others, other advertising and packaging, etc. (a quantity)
Various tins, advertising OXO cubes, Babycham deer, 19cm H, two
others, other advertising and packaging, etc. (a quantity)
Various silver plated wares, cased carving set, bright cut five piece
service, comprising of a tray, coffee pot, 25cm H, teapot, cream jug and
sugar bowl, a Leonard Joseph Rodgers horn handle carving set, etc. (a
quantity)
Various silver plated wares, cased carving set, bright cut five piece
service, comprising of a tray, coffee pot, 25cm H, teapot, cream jug and
sugar bowl, a Leonard Joseph Rodgers horn handle carving set, etc. (a
quantity)
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A Royal Doulton Carlyle pattern part service, to include gravy boat,
10cm H, two bowls, cups, saucers, serving pieces, dishes, etc. (a
quantity)
A Royal Doulton Carlyle pattern part service, to include gravy boat,
10cm H, two bowls, cups, saucers, serving pieces, dishes, etc. (a
quantity)
An early 20thC brown leather travel trunk, of rectangular form with
chrome mounts, 60cm W, a domed top tin trunk, another, and a pressed
card travel case. (4)
An early 20thC brown leather travel trunk, of rectangular form with
chrome mounts, 60cm W, a domed top tin trunk, another, and a pressed
card travel case. (4)
A Matchbox twin loop race S-400 Streak Racing Set, partially boxed,
60cm W.
A Matchbox twin loop race S-400 Streak Racing Set, partially boxed,
60cm W.
20thC School. Figures at a dinner party, oil on canvas, unsigned, 51cm
x 58cm, three piece snooker cue, rug, Epson printer, wicker basket, etc.
(a quantity)
20thC School. Figures at a dinner party, oil on canvas, unsigned, 51cm
x 58cm, three piece snooker cue, rug, Epson printer, wicker basket, etc.
(a quantity)
Herb Parnall (20thC). Alpine winter scene, cottage before mountains, oil
on canvas, signed, 64cm x 89cm, and another alpine oil on canvas. (2)
Herb Parnall (20thC). Alpine winter scene, cottage before mountains, oil
on canvas, signed, 64cm x 89cm, and another alpine oil on canvas. (2)
20thC English School. Geometric patterns, oil on canvas, 71cm x 91cm.
20thC English School. Geometric patterns, oil on canvas, 71cm x 91cm.
Various pens, boxed Parker pen in orange and black with marble colour,
Sheaffer boxed pen and Parker Collection two piece set. (a quantity)
Various pens, boxed Parker pen in orange and black with marble colour,
Sheaffer boxed pen and Parker Collection two piece set. (a quantity)
A 20thC Quimper Yauen (Yves-Alin Paluen) dish, of circular form,
decorated with still life vase, fruit, etc., in subdued colours, marked
verso, 36cm Dia.
A 20thC Quimper Yauen (Yves-Alin Paluen) dish, of circular form,
decorated with still life vase, fruit, etc., in subdued colours, marked
verso, 36cm Dia.
Various ephemera, postcards, early 20thC and other, pictorial cards,
cigarette cards, part geometry set, 12cm H, other books, vase, etc. (a
quantity)
Various ephemera, postcards, early 20thC and other, pictorial cards,
cigarette cards, part geometry set, 12cm H, other books, vase, etc. (a
quantity)
A 20thC Highland stoneware handpainted pottery dish, of circular form,
handpainted with fish predominately in blue and green, 35cm Dia.
A 20thC Highland stoneware handpainted pottery dish, of circular form,
handpainted with fish predominately in blue and green, 35cm Dia.
A 1960's Albert Thiry dish, of circular form, sgrafitto decorated with three
fish predominately in green and blue, with a repeat bead border, signed
verso, 41cm Dia.
A 1960's Albert Thiry dish, of circular form, sgrafitto decorated with three
fish predominately in green and blue, with a repeat bead border, signed
verso, 41cm Dia.
An early 20thC ebonised swagger stick, Thirty Brigade emblem, with
metal end and tip, 70cm W, and a walking cane with silver collar. (2)
An early 20thC ebonised swagger stick, Thirty Brigade emblem, with
metal end and tip, 70cm W, and a walking cane with silver collar. (2)
An early 20thC leather travel case, of rectangular form, with metal locks
and vacant interior, 22cm H, 39cm W, 32cm D.
An early 20thC leather travel case, of rectangular form, with metal locks
and vacant interior, 22cm H, 39cm W, 32cm D.
Various vintage retro and other mantel clocks, a Ferranti Art Deco
Bakelite cased example, 15cm H, Waterford crystal carriage clock, two
Dual Rhythm alarm clock, various other carriage clocks, etc. (a quantity)
Various vintage retro and other mantel clocks, a Ferranti Art Deco
Bakelite cased example, 15cm H, Waterford crystal carriage clock, two
Dual Rhythm alarm clock, various other carriage clocks, etc. (a quantity)
Vintage radios, Grundig Elite Boy 700, 28cm W, Sanyo and ITT KB in
part wooden case. (3)
Vintage radios, Grundig Elite Boy 700, 28cm W, Sanyo and ITT KB in
part wooden case. (3)
Vintage radios, comprising of Roberts R23, front tuning mechanism,
85cm W, R24 and RP26. (3)
Vintage radios, comprising of Roberts R23, front tuning mechanism,
85cm W, R24 and RP26. (3)
Various vintage radios, comprising of Roberts RP26-B, with front tuning
features, 25cm W, R600 and a Roberts Rambler. (3)
Various vintage radios, comprising of Roberts RP26-B, with front tuning
features, 25cm W, R600 and a Roberts Rambler. (3)
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Various vintage radios, comprising of a Sony ICF-1200, 26cm W,
Grundig Party Boy 100, Panasonic GX50, Boots Audio and another. (5)
Various vintage radios, comprising of a Sony ICF-1200, 26cm W,
Grundig Party Boy 100, Panasonic GX50, Boots Audio and another. (5)
Various vintage radios, comprising Grundig Yacht-Boy, with front tuning
feature, 38cm W, another similar, a Grundig Party Boy 500 and a Sony
ICF-8, partially boxed. (4)
Various vintage radios, comprising Grundig Yacht-Boy, with front tuning
feature, 38cm W, another similar, a Grundig Party Boy 500 and a Sony
ICF-8, partially boxed. (4)
Various Mason's Mandalay pattern china, to include plate, 28cm Dia.,
others, dish, bowl and saucer, jug, vase, similar wares, etc. (a quantity)
Various Mason's Mandalay pattern china, to include plate, 28cm Dia.,
others, dish, bowl and saucer, jug, vase, similar wares, etc. (a quantity)
Various Mason's Mandalay pattern china, to include jug, 16cm H, six
plates, pin dish, open dish, two bowls, other associated items, etc. (a
quantity)
Various Mason's Mandalay pattern china, to include jug, 16cm H, six
plates, pin dish, open dish, two bowls, other associated items, etc. (a
quantity)
An erotic pipe, 17cm W, cheroot holder, Carter Stabler & Adams jug,
French studio vase and jug, a miniature anvil and a Penn Bakelite
fishing reel. (a quantity)
An erotic pipe, 17cm W, cheroot holder, Carter Stabler & Adams jug,
French studio vase and jug, a miniature anvil and a Penn Bakelite
fishing reel. (a quantity)
A Copeland Spode's Italian bread plate, of circular form, 30cm Dia., a
small quantity of other Copeland Spode's Italian, blue and white meat
platter, cut glass bowl, oriental design ginger jar and cover, a pair of
brass candlesticks, Japanese plate with floral border, etc. (a quantity)
A Copeland Spode's Italian bread plate, of circular form, 30cm Dia., a
small quantity of other Copeland Spode's Italian, blue and white meat
platter, cut glass bowl, oriental design ginger jar and cover, a pair of
brass candlesticks, Japanese plate with floral border, etc. (a quantity)
A 1970's Capodimonte flower and vase group, with removable roses in
varying colours, the vase 26cm H.
A 1970's Capodimonte flower and vase group, with removable roses in
varying colours, the vase 26cm H.
An oriental rug, in yellow and blue repeat geometric pattern, 147cm x
237cm.
An oriental rug, in yellow and blue repeat geometric pattern, 147cm x
237cm.
A Chinese rug, in a repeat geometric pattern, predominately in blue and
peach, another similar, 153cm x 76cm, and a further in South American
rug in geometric pattern. (3)
A Chinese rug, in a repeat geometric pattern, predominately in blue and
peach, another similar, 153cm x 76cm, and a further in South American
rug in geometric pattern. (3)
Various continental hock glasses, in varying colours, etc., to include a
green glass example with repeat orb pattern, 19cm H, other crystal
glassware, etc. (a quantity)
Various continental hock glasses, in varying colours, etc., to include a
green glass example with repeat orb pattern, 19cm H, other crystal
glassware, etc. (a quantity)
A Wedgwood Wild Strawberry pattern part coffee service, comprising of
six cups and five saucers, and a Wild Strawberry vase and pin dish. (a
quantity)
A Wedgwood Wild Strawberry pattern part coffee service, comprising of
six cups and five saucers, and a Wild Strawberry vase and pin dish. (a
quantity)
Various die-cast vehicles, figures, etc., Action Man, 30cm H, a Playcraft
table top zoo N110, die-cast vehicles to include Corgi, Husky, etc. (a
quantity)
Various die-cast vehicles, figures, etc., Action Man, 30cm H, a Playcraft
table top zoo N110, die-cast vehicles to include Corgi, Husky, etc. (a
quantity)
Various records, 45s, etc., some in outer packaging, to include
Bananarma, other pop music, Pink Floyd, 33rpm to include The Beatles,
Edith Piaf, John Lennon, Randy Crawford, etc. (a quantity in two cases)
Various records, 45s, etc., some in outer packaging, to include
Bananarma, other pop music, Pink Floyd, 33rpm to include The Beatles,
Edith Piaf, John Lennon, Randy Crawford, etc. (a quantity in two cases)
Various Wedgwood Wild Strawberry ware, pin dishes, open dishes,
lidded jar, 15cm W. (a quantity, boxed)
Various Wedgwood Wild Strawberry ware, pin dishes, open dishes,
lidded jar, 15cm W. (a quantity, boxed)
Various Wedgwood Wild Strawberry pattern items, vase 21cm H,
jardiniere, dish, hand bell, lidded jar, cruet, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
Various Wedgwood Wild Strawberry pattern items, vase 21cm H,
jardiniere, dish, hand bell, lidded jar, cruet, etc. (a quantity, boxed)
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Various Wedgwood Wild Strawberry pattern wares, to include stem
vase, 14cm H, pin dish, various other vases, lidded jar, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
Various Wedgwood Wild Strawberry pattern wares, to include stem
vase, 14cm H, pin dish, various other vases, lidded jar, etc. (a quantity,
boxed)
After Wilfred R Wood. Street scene, print, 33cm x 21cm.
After Wilfred R Wood. Street scene, print, 33cm x 21cm.
Simon Bull (20thC). Cat perched on a wall in a tree lined garden,
watercolour, signed, 49cm x 37cm.
Simon Bull (20thC). Cat perched on a wall in a tree lined garden,
watercolour, signed, 49cm x 37cm.
Francis Boxall (20thC). Tree lined landscape, figure bringing water with
horses and caravans in the distance, watercolour, signed, 37cm x 52cm.
Francis Boxall (20thC). Tree lined landscape, figure bringing water with
horses and caravans in the distance, watercolour, signed, 37cm x 52cm.
Various Wedgwood Bunnykins items, plate, 18cm Dia., and three other
boxed items, EPNS bracelet, ashtray, elephant ornament, fez, Retina II
Kodak camera in leather case, swagger stick, etc. (a quantity)
Various Wedgwood Bunnykins items, plate, 18cm Dia., and three other
boxed items, EPNS bracelet, ashtray, elephant ornament, fez, Retina II
Kodak camera in leather case, swagger stick, etc. (a quantity)
A 1930's Goebel Art Deco wall plaque, lady with borzoi, polychrome
decorated, 27cm H.
A 1930's Goebel Art Deco wall plaque, lady with borzoi, polychrome
decorated, 27cm H.
Est. 120 - 140
A 1930's Royal Dux wall plaque, Ginger Rogers, polychrome decorated,
numbered 15333, partially marked verso, 20cm H.
A 1930's Royal Dux wall plaque, Ginger Rogers, polychrome decorated,
numbered 15333, partially marked verso, 20cm H.
Est. 100 - 150
A 1930's Royal Dux Art Deco wall plaque, gypsy girl wearing headdress,
polychrome decorated, numbered 15480 and marked verso, 23cm H.
A 1930's Royal Dux Art Deco wall plaque, gypsy girl wearing headdress,
polychrome decorated, numbered 15480 and marked verso, 23cm H.
Est. 80 - 120
A 1950's vintage swivel barber's chair, with overstuffed back and seat in
black, on a circular stem and compressed legs, with foot support, 93cm
H.
A 1950's vintage swivel barber's chair, with overstuffed back and seat in
black, on a circular stem and compressed legs, with foot support, 93cm
H.
A Pakistan Chubi hand knotted wool Zeigler type carpet, in floral
geometric pattern predominately in brown and red, 239cm x 170cm.
Original cost £1,049.
A Pakistan Chubi hand knotted wool Zeigler type carpet, in floral
geometric pattern predominately in brown and red, 239cm x 170cm.
Original cost £1,049.
Est. 30 - 50
Postcards, various early 20thC and later, scenery, etc. to include interior
settings, Palermo, Rome, volcano, classical imaginary, later postcards,
etc. (1 album)
Postcards, various early 20thC and later, scenery, etc. to include interior
settings, Palermo, Rome, volcano, classical imaginary, later postcards,
etc. (1 album)
Various USSR Lomonosov and similar figures, to include panda, 13cm
H, elephant with trunk raised, penguin, etc. (6)
Various USSR Lomonosov and similar figures, to include panda, 13cm
H, elephant with trunk raised, penguin, etc. (6)
A 19thC mahogany tool chest, of rectangular form, the fall front
revealing four drawers, each containing various bits, tools, part sets,
etc., the cabinet 28cm H, 41cm W, 20cm D.
A 19thC mahogany tool chest, of rectangular form, the fall front
revealing four drawers, each containing various bits, tools, part sets,
etc., the cabinet 28cm H, 41cm W, 20cm D.
A 1950's vintage Art Deco walnut chiming mantel clock, with silvered
14cm Roman numeric dial and pendulum swung movement, chiming on
the hour, and a pendulum compass on mahogany base. (2)
A 1950's vintage Art Deco walnut chiming mantel clock, with silvered
14cm Roman numeric dial and pendulum swung movement, chiming on
the hour, and a pendulum compass on mahogany base. (2)
A Denon TU-2601 II stacking music system, 42cm W, with tuner, etc. in
a Morris furniture cabinet.
A Denon TU-2601 II stacking music system, 42cm W, with tuner, etc. in
a Morris furniture cabinet.
An early 20thC walnut serpentine desk, with one piece top and five
frieze drawers, on cabriole legs terminating in claw and ball feet, 77cm
H, 102cm W, 58cm D.
An early 20thC walnut serpentine desk, with one piece top and five
frieze drawers, on cabriole legs terminating in claw and ball feet, 77cm
H, 102cm W, 58cm D.
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A case of twelve late bottled port, the box marked Smith Woodhouse &
Co, 1979 vintage to one end and 12 bottles 1979 late bottled vintage
port bottled 1984 to the other.
A case of twelve late bottled port, the box marked Smith Woodhouse &
Co, 1979 vintage to one end and 12 bottles 1979 late bottled vintage
port bottled 1984 to the other.
A 19thC Tunbridge jewellery box, of rectangular form, with central
diamond inlay, 11cm H, 26cm W, 18cm D, a 19thC rosewood sewing
box and a part writing slope with contents. (a quantity, AF)
A 19thC Tunbridge jewellery box, of rectangular form, with central
diamond inlay, 11cm H, 26cm W, 18cm D, a 19thC rosewood sewing
box and a part writing slope with contents. (a quantity, AF)
Various cranberry pink and other glassware, to include a trumpet
epergne, 13cm H, vase with moulded white glass banding, jug, goblet
partially etched, etc. (a quantity)
Various cranberry pink and other glassware, to include a trumpet
epergne, 13cm H, vase with moulded white glass banding, jug, goblet
partially etched, etc. (a quantity)
A early 20th moulded glass bowl, possibly Davidson, with a shaped rim,
on shell feet, with raised floral patera, unmarked, 21cm W.
A early 20th moulded glass bowl, possibly Davidson, with a shaped rim,
on shell feet, with raised floral patera, unmarked, 21cm W.
A 19thC mahogany writing slope, of rectangular form, with part fitted
interior and carrying handles, 18cm H, 46cm W, 26cm D. (AF)
A 19thC mahogany writing slope, of rectangular form, with part fitted
interior and carrying handles, 18cm H, 46cm W, 26cm D. (AF)
A 19thC rosewood writing slope, with brass spandrels, central vacant
cartouche and fitted interior, 12cm H, 29cm W, 24cm D.
A 19thC rosewood writing slope, with brass spandrels, central vacant
cartouche and fitted interior, 12cm H, 29cm W, 24cm D.
A 19thC mahogany jewellery box, of rectangular form, with vacant metal
cartouche and plain interior, 15cm H, 30cm W, 23cm D.
A 19thC mahogany jewellery box, of rectangular form, with vacant metal
cartouche and plain interior, 15cm H, 30cm W, 23cm D.
A 19thC flame mahogany writing slope, of rectangular form, with vacant
metal cartouche and fitted interior, 11cm H, 36cm W, 24cm D.
A 19thC flame mahogany writing slope, of rectangular form, with vacant
metal cartouche and fitted interior, 11cm H, 36cm W, 24cm D.
A late 19thC pressed leather travel box, the part velvet lined interior with
document pouch and fitted with ink bottle, the lock stamped Bramah
Piccadily, with flush gilt metal handle, 12cm H, 31cm W, 24cm D.
A late 19thC pressed leather travel box, the part velvet lined interior with
document pouch and fitted with ink bottle, the lock stamped Bramah
Piccadily, with flush gilt metal handle, 12cm H, 31cm W, 24cm D.
A 20thC Cornish serpentine cased barometer, with 10cm Dia. dial, 25cm
H.
A 20thC Cornish serpentine cased barometer, with 10cm Dia. dial, 25cm
H.
Various 20thC Aynsley Cottage Garden, and other similar wares to
include campana vase, 14cm H, other vases, stem vase, lidded bowl,
etc. (a quantity)
Various 20thC Aynsley Cottage Garden, and other similar wares to
include campana vase, 14cm H, other vases, stem vase, lidded bowl,
etc. (a quantity)
Various 20thC Wedgwood Clementine pattern and other similar items, to
include vase, 13cm H, various others, lidded jar, stem vase, etc. (a
quantity)
Various 20thC Wedgwood Clementine pattern and other similar items, to
include vase, 13cm H, various others, lidded jar, stem vase, etc. (a
quantity)
Various Masonic regalia, to include apron, sashes, various base metal
jewels, etc. (a quantity)
Various Masonic regalia, to include apron, sashes, various base metal
jewels, etc. (a quantity)
A 1964 American Liberty half dollar, various Bank of England
banknotes, to include Fforde J29Z, Canadian dollars to include 1994,
etc., other banknotes. (a quantity)
A 1964 American Liberty half dollar, various Bank of England
banknotes, to include Fforde J29Z, Canadian dollars to include 1994,
etc., other banknotes. (a quantity)
Jewellery, collectables, etc., collar studs and box, further jewellery
casket, 7cm W, Hanhart stopwatch, Timex quartz wristwatch. (a
quantity)
Jewellery, collectables, etc., collar studs and box, further jewellery
casket, 7cm W, Hanhart stopwatch, Timex quartz wristwatch. (a
quantity)
A 20thC Black Forest style cuckoo clock, in heavily carved case, with
9cm Dia. dial, striking on the hour.
A 20thC Black Forest style cuckoo clock, in heavily carved case, with
9cm Dia. dial, striking on the hour.
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A 19thC rosewood Canterbury, the four sections broken by plain
uprights with barleytwist corners and drawer beneath, on shaped feet
terminating in castors, 51cm H, 49cm W, 38cm D.
A 19thC rosewood Canterbury, the four sections broken by plain
uprights with barleytwist corners and drawer beneath, on shaped feet
terminating in castors, 51cm H, 49cm W, 38cm D.
A late 19thC mahogany salon chair, with overrun comb top, turned
spindle back and shaped bergere seat, on sabre legs joined by turned
stretchers, 78cm H.
A late 19thC mahogany salon chair, with overrun comb top, turned
spindle back and shaped bergere seat, on sabre legs joined by turned
stretchers, 78cm H.
A stripped ash and elm grandfather chair, with comb top, lath back,
scroll arms, shaped seat and ring turned forelegs joined by an elaborate
baluster double stretcher, 113cm H.
A stripped ash and elm grandfather chair, with comb top, lath back,
scroll arms, shaped seat and ring turned forelegs joined by an elaborate
baluster double stretcher, 113cm H.
A pair of late 19thC walnut and Tunbridge style hassocks, the domed
petit point centres fitted in circular frames on compressed orb feet, 26cm
Dia (2)
A pair of late 19thC walnut and Tunbridge style hassocks, the domed
petit point centres fitted in circular frames on compressed orb feet, 26cm
Dia (2)
A 19thC walnut pier glass mirror, the rectangular bevelled centre in a
fretwork frame with a parcel gilt Ho-Ho bird, 71cm H.
A 19thC walnut pier glass mirror, the rectangular bevelled centre in a
fretwork frame with a parcel gilt Ho-Ho bird, 71cm H.
A Yamaha Clavinova electric organ, in polished wooden case, 95cm H,
144cm W, 65cm D, with stool, wire, ephemera and other items. (a
quantity)
A Yamaha Clavinova electric organ, in polished wooden case, 95cm H,
144cm W, 65cm D, with stool, wire, ephemera and other items. (a
quantity)
Est. 150 - 250
Various collectables, a pair of brass and copper ornaments, removable
boots with a sun backing, 21cm H, a limited edition Thomas Kinkade
Heirloom Bradford Exchange mantel clock, shell casket, 20cm W, and
various other loose shells. (a quantity)
Various collectables, a pair of brass and copper ornaments, removable
boots with a sun backing, 21cm H, a limited edition Thomas Kinkade
Heirloom Bradford Exchange mantel clock, shell casket, 20cm W, and
various other loose shells. (a quantity)
An early 20thC Singer treadle sewing machine, in an oak cabinet, on
shaped legs, with named foot pedal and hinged top, 81cm H, 88cm W,
42cm D.
An early 20thC Singer treadle sewing machine, in an oak cabinet, on
shaped legs, with named foot pedal and hinged top, 81cm H, 88cm W,
42cm D.
An early 20thC serpentine cased mahogany canteen of cutlery, old
English pattern, part settings for twelve, carving pieces, in fitted canteen,
19cm H, 61cm W, 43cm D.
An early 20thC serpentine cased mahogany canteen of cutlery, old
English pattern, part settings for twelve, carving pieces, in fitted canteen,
19cm H, 61cm W, 43cm D.
A Victorian half gold sovereign pendant, 1892, in twist design frame,
yellow metal, unmarked, 4.6g all in.
A Victorian half gold sovereign pendant, 1892, in twist design frame,
yellow metal, unmarked, 4.6g all in.
A stick pin, set with tiny diamond in diamond shaped topper, yellow
metal, marked 18ct, 6cm long, boxed.
A stick pin, set with tiny diamond in diamond shaped topper, yellow
metal, marked 18ct, 6cm long, boxed.
Est. 50 - 80
Two wristwatches, comprising a Rotary ladies wristwatch, with small
circular watch head, on expanding gold plated bracelet, and a further
watch, on black ribbon bracelet, yellow metal watch head, unmarked. (2)
Two wristwatches, comprising a Rotary ladies wristwatch, with small
circular watch head, on expanding gold plated bracelet, and a further
watch, on black ribbon bracelet, yellow metal watch head, unmarked. (2)
Est. 40 - 60
Three 9ct gold rings, comprising a 9ct gold signet ring, with plain square
head, (AF), 3.2g, a 9ct gold eternity ring, set with imitation diamonds,
and a 9ct gold cluster ring, 4.7g all in.
Three 9ct gold rings, comprising a 9ct gold signet ring, with plain square
head, (AF), 3.2g, a 9ct gold eternity ring, set with imitation diamonds,
and a 9ct gold cluster ring, 4.7g all in.
Est. 40 - 60
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Two brooches, comprising a Victorian shell cameo brooch, with figure of
lady looking left, in gilt metal frame, and a marquasite set rose shaped
brooch, white metal, marked 925.
Two brooches, comprising a Victorian shell cameo brooch, with figure of
lady looking left, in gilt metal frame, and a marquasite set rose shaped
brooch, white metal, marked 925.
A butterscotch amber beaded necklace, with graduated beads on white
string, the largest bead 2cm wide, the smallest 1.7cm wide, 85.5g all in.
A butterscotch amber beaded necklace, with graduated beads on white
string, the largest bead 2cm wide, the smallest 1.7cm wide, 85.5g all in.
Two cherry amber style necklaces, each with graduated design beads,
the largest necklace 50cm long, the largest bead 2cm wide, the smallest
0.6cm wide, the smaller necklace 41cm long overall. (2)
Two cherry amber style necklaces, each with graduated design beads,
the largest necklace 50cm long, the largest bead 2cm wide, the smallest
0.6cm wide, the smaller necklace 41cm long overall. (2)
An Eastern style beaded necklace, with carved orange and white beads,
on white string, with brass clasp, 47cm long overall.
An Eastern style beaded necklace, with carved orange and white beads,
on white string, with brass clasp, 47cm long overall.
A modern Malu bracelet, of silver plated design set with dark blue
stones, boxed.
A modern Malu bracelet, of silver plated design set with dark blue
stones, boxed.
Three dress rings, comprising a 9ct gold black agate set ring, a 9ct gold
and silver eternity ring and an Avon costume ring. (3)
Three dress rings, comprising a 9ct gold black agate set ring, a 9ct gold
and silver eternity ring and an Avon costume ring. (3)
A large 9ct gold wedding band, bearing makers mark E.J.L.D, ring size
Z+2 ½, 7.8g all in.
A large 9ct gold wedding band, bearing makers mark E.J.L.D, ring size
Z+2 ½, 7.8g all in.
Two watches, comprising a Rotary ladies wristwatch, with rectangular
dial, on thin 9ct gold bracelet, boxed, 15.2g all in, and a silver wristwatch
with circular dial on black leather strap. (2)
Two watches, comprising a Rotary ladies wristwatch, with rectangular
dial, on thin 9ct gold bracelet, boxed, 15.2g all in, and a silver wristwatch
with circular dial on black leather strap. (2)
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include beaded necklaces, bangles,
gold plated jewellery, brooches, etc. (1 tray)
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include beaded necklaces, bangles,
gold plated jewellery, brooches, etc. (1 tray)
Modern jewellery and evening purses, to include shell necklaces,
needlework bag, beaded necklaces, etc. (contained in glass bowl)
Modern jewellery and evening purses, to include shell necklaces,
needlework bag, beaded necklaces, etc. (contained in glass bowl)
A quantity of costume jewellery and coins, to include gold plated
wristwatch, beaded necklaces, silver plated trophy, coins, trinkets, etc.
(1 tray)
A quantity of costume jewellery and coins, to include gold plated
wristwatch, beaded necklaces, silver plated trophy, coins, trinkets, etc.
(1 tray)
Various craft making equipment, comprising mainly loose beads, of
varying colour and shape. (1 box)
Various craft making equipment, comprising mainly loose beads, of
varying colour and shape. (1 box)
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include bangles, beaded necklaces,
brooches, etc. (1 tray)
A quantity of costume jewellery, to include bangles, beaded necklaces,
brooches, etc. (1 tray)
A quantity of vintage costume jewellery, to include malachite bracelet,
coral necklace (AF), silver dress ring, trinket boxes, etc.
A quantity of vintage costume jewellery, to include malachite bracelet,
coral necklace (AF), silver dress ring, trinket boxes, etc.
A quantity of costume jewellery and effects, to include silver cigarette
box, inscribed Invicta, small tortoiseshell and silver and mirror,
necklaces, etc. (1 tray)
A quantity of costume jewellery and effects, to include silver cigarette
box, inscribed Invicta, small tortoiseshell and silver and mirror,
necklaces, etc. (1 tray)
A small quantity of silver jewellery and trinkets, to include two silver ingot
pendants and chains, two silver dress rings, lighters, etc.
A small quantity of silver jewellery and trinkets, to include two silver ingot
pendants and chains, two silver dress rings, lighters, etc.
A 9ct white gold wedding band, with pleated design, 3.1g.
A 9ct white gold wedding band, with pleated design, 3.1g.
Various bone and horn jewellery, to include necklaces, bangles, etc. (a
quantity)
Various bone and horn jewellery, to include necklaces, bangles, etc. (a
quantity)
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A replica pistol, 29cm W, various targets, Webley related emphera, etc.
(the gun a non working copy)
A replica pistol, 29cm W, various targets, Webley related emphera, etc.
(the gun a non working copy)
A early 20thC open faced pocket watch, with fancy 10.5cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial, heavily chased case and keywind movement, marked
0.935, 6cm H, plated vesta case and a cased silver thimble. (3)
A early 20thC open faced pocket watch, with fancy 10.5cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial, heavily chased case and keywind movement, marked
0.935, 6cm H, plated vesta case and a cased silver thimble. (3)
A Victorian mother of pearl, bone and chrome manicure set, in fitted
case, 18cm W.
A Victorian mother of pearl, bone and chrome manicure set, in fitted
case, 18cm W.
Various Commemorative and other coins, Commemorative crowns,
1996 United Kingdom coin set and other various costume jewellery, FA
Three Lions quartz fashion watch with 4cm Dia. dial, brooches, bangles,
necklaces, etc. (a quantity)
Various Commemorative and other coins, Commemorative crowns,
1996 United Kingdom coin set and other various costume jewellery, FA
Three Lions quartz fashion watch with 4cm Dia. dial, brooches, bangles,
necklaces, etc. (a quantity)
Various costume jewellery and effects, early 20thC stud set in fitted box,
napkin rings, commemorative coins, watch, pre-decimal and other coins,
pipe, wristwatch, robin figure, etc. (a quantity)
Various costume jewellery and effects, early 20thC stud set in fitted box,
napkin rings, commemorative coins, watch, pre-decimal and other coins,
pipe, wristwatch, robin figure, etc. (a quantity)
Various wristwatches, ladies and gentleman's examples, Rome cocktail
watch with 2.5cm W dial, commemorative coins, crowns, miniature
photographs of a child and figure on horseback, other commemorative
coins, etc. (a quantity)
Various wristwatches, ladies and gentleman's examples, Rome cocktail
watch with 2.5cm W dial, commemorative coins, crowns, miniature
photographs of a child and figure on horseback, other commemorative
coins, etc. (a quantity)
Spark (Muriel). The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, Macmillan & Co
publishing 1961, in green cloth, with dust jacket, first edition.
Spark (Muriel). The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, Macmillan & Co
publishing 1961, in green cloth, with dust jacket, first edition.
Books, The Pick of Punch 1944, Green (Roland) Birds One Should
Know with illustrations, The Natural History of The Garden, birds and
other books, Woodhouse (P G) The Prince and Bettty and Ukridge
second edition. (a quantity)
Books, The Pick of Punch 1944, Green (Roland) Birds One Should
Know with illustrations, The Natural History of The Garden, birds and
other books, Woodhouse (P G) The Prince and Bettty and Ukridge
second edition. (a quantity)
Various Swarovski crystal ornaments, to include frog, 5cm W, chick,
etc. (4, boxed, with some paperwork)
Various Swarovski crystal ornaments, to include frog, 5cm W, chick,
etc. (4, boxed, with some paperwork)
Various Swarovski crystal ornaments, comprising of an owl, 4cm H,
bird, acorn and pig. (4, boxed, with some paperwork)
Various Swarovski crystal ornaments, comprising of an owl, 4cm H,
bird, acorn and pig. (4, boxed, with some paperwork)
Various Swarovski crystal, comprising of a penguin, 8cm H, cat and
Crystal Memories Clock. (3, boxed, with some paperwork)
Various Swarovski crystal, comprising of a penguin, 8cm H, cat and
Crystal Memories Clock. (3, boxed, with some paperwork)
Various Swarovski crystal, comprising of a mouse, 6cm H and bird
group. (2, boxed, with some paperwork)
Various Swarovski crystal, comprising of a mouse, 6cm H and bird
group. (2, boxed, with some paperwork)
A Swarovski crystal multi-coloured bird group, on frosted glass base,
9cm H. (boxed with paperwork)
A Swarovski crystal multi-coloured bird group, on frosted glass base,
9cm H. (boxed with paperwork)
A Swarovski crystal three sectional table sconce, 9cm W. (boxed)
A Swarovski crystal three sectional table sconce, 9cm W. (boxed)
Two Goebel Hummel figures, comprising of a large size umbrella boy,
no. 152 C A, 13cm H, and Mary Wanderer. (2, boxed, with some
paperwork)
Two Goebel Hummel figures, comprising of a large size umbrella boy,
no. 152 C A, 13cm H, and Mary Wanderer. (2, boxed, with some
paperwork)
A 20thC pond yacht, with wooden base and material rigging, partially
painted in red and blue, 71cm L..
A 20thC pond yacht, with wooden base and material rigging, partially
painted in red and blue, 71cm L..
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Manner of Sir Frederick Folkes. Lower Adelaide Street near Charing
Cross, near St Martin's Church, pen and ink with brown wash, 25cm x
28cm.
Manner of Sir Frederick Folkes. Lower Adelaide Street near Charing
Cross, near St Martin's Church, pen and ink with brown wash, 25cm x
28cm.
Est. 30 - 50
Various tools, early 20thC and later to include a Record wood plane no.
5, 36cm W, hand drill, drill bits, further planes, work gear, tool box, etc.
(a quantity)
Various tools, early 20thC and later to include a Record wood plane no.
5, 36cm W, hand drill, drill bits, further planes, work gear, tool box, etc.
(a quantity)
A George III mahogany bowfront sideboard, with satinwood banding,
bell husk inlays with a combination of two central drawers, cellarette and
side cupboard on square taper legs, 153cm W.
A George III mahogany bowfront sideboard, with satinwood banding,
bell husk inlays with a combination of two central drawers, cellarette and
side cupboard on square taper legs, 153cm W.
Est. 150 - 250
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with circular shade on
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 160cm H.
An as new electrical adjustable standard lamp, with circular shade on
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 160cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, with two pronged cylindrical top,
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 174cm H.
An as new electrical uplighter, with two pronged cylindrical top,
cylindrical stem and circular foot, 174cm H.
A ladies three quarter length fur coat, with a vintage Burton hanger.
A ladies three quarter length fur coat, with a vintage Burton hanger.
A 19thC mahogany torchere stand, the circular top raised on a heavily
carved wrythenstem terminating in a stepped square base, 118cm H,
(the top) 24cm Dia.
A 19thC mahogany torchere stand, the circular top raised on a heavily
carved wrythenstem terminating in a stepped square base, 118cm H,
(the top) 24cm Dia.
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figure of a Samurai,
block print, in colours, signed, 33cm x 25cm.
Utagawa Kunisada (Toyokuni III 1786-1864). Figure of a Samurai,
block print, in colours, signed, 33cm x 25cm.
Est. 50 - 80
M Momsuri (Iranian 20thC). Male and female figures in traditional
costume, mixed media, a matched pair of portrait miniatures, 22cm x
9.5cm & 19cm x 10cm.
M Momsuri (Iranian 20thC). Male and female figures in traditional
costume, mixed media, a matched pair of portrait miniatures, 22cm x
9.5cm & 19cm x 10cm.
Sauteur (20thC). Postman and lady with package, oil on canvas,
signed, 35cm x 24cm.
Sauteur (20thC). Postman and lady with package, oil on canvas,
signed, 35cm x 24cm.
A mid 20thC oak compactum chest in the manner of Epstein, the D-end
top raised above double cupboard and two drawers, with cup handles,
100cm H, 78cm W, 47cm D, and various other furnishings. (a quantity)
A mid 20thC oak compactum chest in the manner of Epstein, the D-end
top raised above double cupboard and two drawers, with cup handles,
100cm H, 78cm W, 47cm D, and various other furnishings. (a quantity)
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung bureau, the fall front with
shell inlay, with a fitted interior of drawers and pigeon holes, above three
long drawers with plate back handles, on block feet, 110cm H, 81cm W,
48cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany and boxwood strung bureau, the fall front with
shell inlay, with a fitted interior of drawers and pigeon holes, above three
long drawers with plate back handles, on block feet, 110cm H, 81cm W,
48cm D.
An Edwardian mahogany wash stand, with two panelled doors, on
square tapering legs, 92cm W.
An Edwardian mahogany wash stand, with two panelled doors, on
square tapering legs, 92cm W.
A vintage 1960's Ferguson radiogram, with central tuner, 36cm W,
turntable, and space for records, in a teak cabinet with front speakers,
66cm H, 120cm W, 41cm D.
A vintage 1960's Ferguson radiogram, with central tuner, 36cm W,
turntable, and space for records, in a teak cabinet with front speakers,
66cm H, 120cm W, 41cm D.
Various early 20thC and later tools, hand saw, brace, spanners, other
hand tools, etc., in an ebonised case, 83cm W.
Various early 20thC and later tools, hand saw, brace, spanners, other
hand tools, etc., in an ebonised case, 83cm W.
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Various early 20thC lead Britain's and other farm animals, to include
cow, 5cm H, farmer, horses, trees, various other unboxed die-cast
vehicles, etc. (a quantity)
Various early 20thC lead Britain's and other farm animals, to include
cow, 5cm H, farmer, horses, trees, various other unboxed die-cast
vehicles, etc. (a quantity)
Various golf clubs, four alloy Hickory shafted standard golf Y & SS
models, an F Cox driver and one steel shaft Bill Mills Birmingham putter.
(a quantity)
Various golf clubs, four alloy Hickory shafted standard golf Y & SS
models, an F Cox driver and one steel shaft Bill Mills Birmingham putter.
(a quantity)
Fourteen various Hickory shafted golf clubs, to include four woods and
ten irons, complete with bag. (a quantity)
Fourteen various Hickory shafted golf clubs, to include four woods and
ten irons, complete with bag. (a quantity)
A Hamilton T war issue wristwatch, numbered 523-8290 W10-6645-99
21466 last 73, with crow's foot marked to the face and back, with white
Arabic numerals on a black ground, in shaped case, 4cm W.
A Hamilton T war issue wristwatch, numbered 523-8290 W10-6645-99
21466 last 73, with crow's foot marked to the face and back, with white
Arabic numerals on a black ground, in shaped case, 4cm W.
A Seiko gentleman's chronograph 'Pepsi' automatic wristwatch, with
4cm Dia. bezel in blue and red, with strap, extra links and paperwork.
A Seiko gentleman's chronograph 'Pepsi' automatic wristwatch, with
4cm Dia. bezel in blue and red, with strap, extra links and paperwork.
An Omega De Ville gentleman's wristwatch, with 3cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial, on a white back with a bi-coloured bracelet and paperwork
in fitted box and outer packaging.
An Omega De Ville gentleman's wristwatch, with 3cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial, on a white back with a bi-coloured bracelet and paperwork
in fitted box and outer packaging.
An early 20thC Express Lever pocket watch, with 4cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial with subsidiary second hand, a pocket watch with chain and
T bar end, and a Zennox watch camera. (3)
An early 20thC Express Lever pocket watch, with 4cm Dia. Roman
numeric dial with subsidiary second hand, a pocket watch with chain and
T bar end, and a Zennox watch camera. (3)
A principally 18thC oak side table, rectangular top raised above a frieze
drawer, on baluster barleytwist legs terminating in turned feet joined by
plain stretchers, 70cm H, 64cm W, 48cm D.
A principally 18thC oak side table, rectangular top raised above a frieze
drawer, on baluster barleytwist legs terminating in turned feet joined by
plain stretchers, 70cm H, 64cm W, 48cm D.
A 20thC Robo polished brass electric fire, in the rococo style, with
serpentine front and shell topped back, 72cm H, 81cm W, 35cm D.
A 20thC Robo polished brass electric fire, in the rococo style, with
serpentine front and shell topped back, 72cm H, 81cm W, 35cm D.
A early 20thC hand knotted rug, red floral geometric pattern, 200cm x
136cm.
A early 20thC hand knotted rug, red floral geometric pattern, 200cm x
136cm.
An early 20thC wool rug, of geometric floral pattern predominately in
cream and pink, 250cm x 160cm.
An early 20thC wool rug, of geometric floral pattern predominately in
cream and pink, 250cm x 160cm.
A 20thC wool rug, in floral pattern predominately in cream and blue,
187cm x 122cm.
A 20thC wool rug, in floral pattern predominately in cream and blue,
187cm x 122cm.
An early 20thC dome top tin trunk, partially painted in brown, with side
carrying handles and plain interior, 45cm H, 68cm W, 46cm D.
An early 20thC dome top tin trunk, partially painted in brown, with side
carrying handles and plain interior, 45cm H, 68cm W, 46cm D.
Football programmes, various 1970's, etc., Manchester V Blackpool
1970, quantity of others, Adelaide City 1979, England V Wales World
Schools International, various other Manchester United, etc. (a quantity)
Football programmes, various 1970's, etc., Manchester V Blackpool
1970, quantity of others, Adelaide City 1979, England V Wales World
Schools International, various other Manchester United, etc. (a quantity)
Various football programmes, Notts County, etc., mainly 70's, 80's and
90's, 1980's V Westham United, etc. (a quantity)
Various football programmes, Notts County, etc., mainly 70's, 80's and
90's, 1980's V Westham United, etc. (a quantity)
Various 45 records, singles, popular music, etc., to include John Paul
Young, ELO, etc. (a quantity)
Various 45 records, singles, popular music, etc., to include John Paul
Young, ELO, etc. (a quantity)
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A platinum and diamond dress ring, set with central four square cut
diamonds, flanked by tiny round brilliant cut diamonds to each shoulder,
marked to the inner band .25, 4.5g all in.
A platinum and diamond dress ring, set with central four square cut
diamonds, flanked by tiny round brilliant cut diamonds to each shoulder,
marked to the inner band .25, 4.5g all in.
Est. 150 - 250
A set of six Victorian mahogany bar back dining chairs, each with carved
horizontal splats, drop in seats and turned forelegs, 89cm high. (6)
A set of six Victorian mahogany bar back dining chairs, each with carved
horizontal splats, drop in seats and turned forelegs, 89cm high. (6)
A Victorian mahogany curtain pole, of cylindrical form, with mitre ends
and rings, 217cm wide.
A Victorian mahogany curtain pole, of cylindrical form, with mitre ends
and rings, 217cm wide.
A vintage Ensign Optiscope No. 6 magic lantern, in black with concertina
front, when closed, 30cm W, and a quantity of various other equipment
to include Philips, etc. contained in a fitted case.
A vintage Ensign Optiscope No. 6 magic lantern, in black with concertina
front, when closed, 30cm W, and a quantity of various other equipment
to include Philips, etc. contained in a fitted case.
Est. 20 - 40
An early 20thC hand knotted rug, in a floral pattern, predominately in
red, green and blue, central flowerhead motif, 93cm W.
An early 20thC hand knotted rug, in a floral pattern, predominately in
red, green and blue, central flowerhead motif, 93cm W.
Est. 30 - 50
An early 20thC Ruskin pottery vase, in blue splash glazes, impressed
marks beneath, 12cm high, a Burley Studio pottery handkerchief vase
and a further studio vase decorated with leaves. (3)
An early 20thC Ruskin pottery vase, in blue splash glazes, impressed
marks beneath, 12cm high, a Burley Studio pottery handkerchief vase
and a further studio vase decorated with leaves. (3)
19thC British School. Hunting scenes, a pair, oils on canvas, later laid
to board, 49cm x 74cm, in reeded oak frames with gilt slip.
19thC British School. Hunting scenes, a pair, oils on canvas, later laid
to board, 49cm x 74cm, in reeded oak frames with gilt slip.
Est. 100 - 200
A carved and fluted standard lamp, with shade.
A carved and fluted standard lamp, with shade.
Est. 20 - 30
A pair of 19thC gilt plaster wall brackets, in the form of angels
terminating in acanthus scrolls, 42cm H. (AF)
A pair of 19thC gilt plaster wall brackets, in the form of angels
terminating in acanthus scrolls, 42cm H. (AF)
Est. 40 - 60
A Meiji period Japanese bronze dish, chased and gilt embellished with
figures around a table and carriers, with the central field enclosed by a
metalwork faux raffia border, 27cm Dia.
A Meiji period Japanese bronze dish, chased and gilt embellished with
figures around a table and carriers, with the central field enclosed by a
metalwork faux raffia border, 27cm Dia.
Est. 50 - 80
A boomerang, 70cm outer circumference.
A boomerang, 70cm outer circumference.
Early 19thC School. Landscape with an extended tree stump in the
foreground, oil on mahogany panel, 17cm x 14.5cm, in a moulded gilt
wood and gesso rope and acanthus deep frame.
Early 19thC School. Landscape with an extended tree stump in the
foreground, oil on mahogany panel, 17cm x 14.5cm, in a moulded gilt
wood and gesso rope and acanthus deep frame.
Est. 40 - 80
18thC School. Landscape with seated figure in foreground with a lamb,
oil on mahogany panel, 20cm x 24cm, in a gilt wood and gesso rococo
scroll frame. N.B. The panel is labelled verso J Barker's Who Died At
His Studio Victor House Bath, Deceased /47. And another indistinctly
marked.
18thC School. Landscape with seated figure in foreground with a lamb,
oil on mahogany panel, 20cm x 24cm, in a gilt wood and gesso rococo
scroll frame. N.B. The panel is labelled verso J Barker's Who Died At
His Studio Victor House Bath, Deceased /47. And another indistinctly
marked.
Est. 40 - 80
A 17thC gun metal table cannon, on a later oak carriage, the barrel
30cm L.
A 17thC gun metal table cannon, on a later oak carriage, the barrel
30cm L.
Est. 60 - 80
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A display cabinet of tools, including dividers, square, level, plumb line
and others, the case 35cm square.
A display cabinet of tools, including dividers, square, level, plumb line
and others, the case 35cm square.
Est. 40 - 60
A Webber & Hill Ancestor Plate canteen of Kings pattern electroplated
cutlery.
A Webber & Hill Ancestor Plate canteen of Kings pattern electroplated
cutlery.
Est. 40 - 60
A cased display of an ostrich feather fan, for faux tortoiseshell sticks, the
case 59cm x 78cm.
A cased display of an ostrich feather fan, for faux tortoiseshell sticks, the
case 59cm x 78cm.
Est. 40 - 60
An Edwardian mahogany folio stand, with brass handle, rectangular
enclosures, with boxwood stringing and satinwood crossbanding, and
having a book trough base, 78cm H, 45cm W.
An Edwardian mahogany folio stand, with brass handle, rectangular
enclosures, with boxwood stringing and satinwood crossbanding, and
having a book trough base, 78cm H, 45cm W.
Est. 80 - 120
Six silver apostle spoons, Birmingham assay, six rose knop forks
marked Antiko 100, two Victorian and one Georgian silver Fiddle pattern
salt spoons. (3 sets)
Six silver apostle spoons, Birmingham assay, six rose knop forks
marked Antiko 100, two Victorian and one Georgian silver Fiddle pattern
salt spoons. (3 sets)
Est. 20 - 30
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